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Resumen
La reconstruccio´n de actividad neuronal con datos EEG/MEG es un problema mal condi-
cionado y sujeto a incertidumbre. En este documento de tesis se presenta un ana´lisis de
las te´cnicas Bayesianas utilizadas para resolver el problema inverso EEG/MEG, se evalu´a
la energ´ıa libre como funcio´n de costo y se proponen diversas mejoras para reducir la in-
certidumbre y el error de localizacio´n de las diversas fuentes de activacio´n neuronal. Las
principal contribucio´n de esta tesis es la inclusio´n de la incertidumbre en el modelo directo
de la cabeza como parte de la formulacio´n Bayesiana, de este modo en lugar de estimar
una posicio´n u´nica de las fuentes es posible proveer una distribucio´n de probabilidad sobre
su posible ubicacio´n al interior del cerebro. Otra importante contribucio´n es el desarrollo
de diversas soluciones enfocadas a mejorar el algoritmo Multiple Sparse Priors mediante
la flexibilizacio´n de la informacio´n a priori utilizada. Todas las te´cnicas propuestas fueron
validadas con datos simulados y reales, presentado mejoras significativas en la solucio´n.
Palabras clave:
Problema inverso MEG/EEG, Marco Bayesiano, Multiple Sparse Priors.
Abstract
The neural activity reconstruction from EEG/MEG is an ill-posed inverse problem highly
affected by uncertainty. In this thesis dissertation the Bayesian framework for solving the
EEG/MEG inverse problem is analysed, the Free energy is revised as cost function and seve-
ral improvements are proposed in order to reduce the uncertainty and the localisation error
of the sources of neural activity. Two main contributions are presented in this document:
The inclusion of uncertainty on the forward modelling of the head is introduced in the Ba-
yesian formulation as an improvement on the solution, it provides a posterior distribution of
the location of neural activity instead of single point estimates; also, several improvements
on the Multiple Sparse Priors algorithm are proposed in order to provide robustness on the
solution, they are focused on adding flexibility on the prior information used on the solu-
tion by implementing iterative search approaches. All the contributions were validated with
synthetic and real data, significant improvements were observed.
Keywords:
MEG/EEG inverse problem, Bayesian Framework, Multiple Sparse Priors.
Notation and symbols
Notation
Vectors, matrices,...
x, X Scalars and vectors, matrices
Xi i-th column of matrix X
Xij ij-th element of matrix X
|| · || L2-norm or the Euclidean norm
E[·] The expectation operator
N (·) Gaussian distribution
XT Transpose of matrix X
X−1 Inverse of matrix X
tr(X) Trace of matrix X
Symbols
Y EEG or MEG data
L Lead field or gain matrix
J Current density
 Sensor noise
Q Prior source covariance matrix
Σ Prior sensor noise covariance matrix
ΣJ Posterior source covariance matrix
GL Graph Laplacian matrix
QG Green’s function matrix
Di i-th source covariance component matrix
ΣY Model based sample covariance matrix
CY Sample covariance matrix
H Entropy
h Vector of hyperparameters
xi
Π Prior precision matrix of hyperparameters
Σh Posterior covariance matrix of hyperparameters
F Negative variational Free energy
KL Kullback-Leibler divergence
Ψ Expected energy in the information theory framework
List of acronyms
AIC Akaike information criterion
ARD Automatic relevance determination
BEM Boundary element method
BIC Bayesian information criterion
BMA Bayesian model averaging
BMF Beamforming approach
EEG Electroencephalography
FDM Finite difference method
FID Fiducial
fMRI Functional magnetic resonance imaging
GS Greedy search
LORETA - LOR Low resolution electromagnetic tomography
MCMC Markov chain monte carlo
MEG Magnetoencephalography
MNE Minimum norm estimation
MSP Multiple sparse priors
ReML Restricted maximum likelihood
sMRI Structural magnetic resonance imaging
SNR Signal to noise ratio
SPM Statistical parametric mapping
SVD Singular value decomposition
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1. Introduction
1.1. Research Environment
The human brain is one of the most complex systems known to science. It is also one
of the main interests of cognitive, computational and medical sciences, because only after
understanding its behaviour it will be possible to repair its function caused by accident or
disease for a better quality of life.
There are different ways of performing non-invasive analysis of the brain, being the Mag-
netoencephalogram (MEG) and Electroencephalogram (EEG) the devices that allow higher
temporal resolution, and in the case of the EEG, easier accessible systems due to their lower
cost. The MEG and EEG devices are basically composed by a set of sensors connected to
a filtering and amplifier system. They use a set of gradiometers/electrodes that acquire the
magnetic fields and electric potentials of neural activity that reach the scalp. The informa-
tion acquired is then amplified and filtered for eliminating external noise and increasing its
amplitude for being digitalised and saved on a computer.
Historically the MEG/EEG were only useful determining rhythms and absence or presence
of pathologies, but in the last 20 years a novel branch called MEG/EEG brain imaging has
rapidly grown due to new mathematical approaches and powerful computers for implemen-
ting their algorithms. The brain imaging based on MEG/EEG consists on generating three
dimensional images of the activity inside the brain, in the same way that the magnetic re-
sonance does, but with the advantage of including also the temporal evolution of the neural
activity.
1.1.1. MEG/EEG brain imaging
Many common life phenomena are characterised by a source of activity that propagates
its energy through a given medium reaching the place where it can be observed. Several
engineering solutions are devoted to recover this activity or generating a mathematical model
of the medium, which are commonly known as inverse problems. Depending on the particular
application there may not be enough information to clear these unknowns, making most of
these problems ill-posed (See Gladwell and Morassi (2011) for theory and applications).
The generation of brain images with neural activity acquired with MEG/EEG is an ill-
posed inverse problem. Its solution involves the estimation of the neural activity in terms
of its current distribution, which gives rise to the externally measured electromagnetic field
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(See Baillet et al. (2001) for a comprehensive review of the whole area). It is based on
the assumption that local groups of cortical neurons (around 104) can be represented by a
current dipole that propagates its energy through the head, allowing to measure potentials
in the scalp (Ganis and Kosslyn, 2002; Hallez et al., 2007; Wolters et al., 2007).
There are two main approaches to reconstruct brain activity based on this dipolar model:
(i) Assume a small number of activated regions of arbitrary location and orientation, and fit
with a non linear search through the brain (Supek and Aine, 1993). (ii) Populate the source
space with a large number of dipoles at fixed locations and orientations, and estimate their
amplitude. In the latter years major effort has been dedicated to the distributed approach
because the current density propagation is linear for fixed locations, it is independent of the
number and characteristics of activated regions, and because using strategies to reduce noise
and search space it is robust and computationally feasible (Michel et al., 2004; Grech et al.,
2008).
The different layers and cavities of the head must be correctly accounted in order to relate the
current dipoles inside the brain with each sensor outside the head. Initially this was done with
simple spherical head models with three or four layers (Brain tissue, internal skull, external
skull, and scalp. See de Munck (1988); Zhang (1995); Yao (2000)), but using numerical
models they have been migrated to more realistic Boundary element methods (BEM), with
same number of layers but following the head shape based on structural Magnetic Resonance
Images (sMRI) (Ha¨ma¨la¨inen and Sarvas, 1989; Oostendorp and Van Oosterom, 1989; Mosher
et al., 1999; Vanrumste et al., 2002; Fuchs et al., 2007). Nowadays the BEM model is widely
used and easy to compute with acceptable computational load (Oostenveld et al., 2011), it
also allows using standard head models that only have to be computed once with low loss of
performance (Fuchs et al., 2002; Valde´s-Herna´ndez et al., 2009). However, it is expected that
Finite Difference Methods (FDM) will replace BEM once problems like tissue conductivity
discrepancies and computational burden are solved (Plummer et al., 2008; Wendel et al.,
2009).
1.1.2. Forward modelling uncertainty
The distributed solution allows considering the mathematical head model as linear by assu-
ming that: (i) The measurement time is short enough for guaranteeing that the anatomical
structure of the head does not change (Quasi-stationary assumption). (ii) The fluids like
blood are stationary, i.e. they maintain the same electromagnetic characteristics during the
measurements. (iii) The subject does not move the head or facial muscles, avoiding chan-
ges in the location of the sensors or even between brain and skull (it is different to have
measurements with the head vertical than in horizontal position due to the gravity).
But even under these linear assumptions, the fixed location of current dipoles inside the
brain considerably affects the model accuracy, because they must fill the search space in
order to avoid empty spaces where source activity cannot be reconstructed. For tackling this
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problem most inverse solutions in the literature have been implemented over a grid of dipoles
with free orientation filling the brain (Oostenveld et al., 2011), but better constraints can be
applied considering that most of the measurable activity comes from pyramidal cells located
in the grey matter (Ganis and Kosslyn, 2002; Hallez et al., 2007). For example Phillips et al.
(2002a) proposed to distribute dipoles over the cortical surface oriented orthogonally to it
(ideally they should include all the grey matter –cortical surface, ganglia and hypothalamus–
), reducing by three the number of unknowns. It is a wide simplification of the problem and
there is currently no method by which it is accounted for. In this thesis dissertation this
problem will be analysed and a new methodology for accounting anatomical uncertainty will
be introduced.
1.1.3. Selection of prior information
An accurate solution of inverse problems also depends on the prior information used to reduce
the uncertainty. Since the introduction of the well-known Minimum Norm Estimation (MNE,
also known as total least squares observer) to neuroimaging (Ha¨ma¨la¨inen and Ilmoniemi,
1984), it has been possible to locate sources of neural activity inside the brain by including
structural depth information and regularising noise. But it was also noted the importance
of including more information in order to guarantee zero localisation error.
A successful attempt to include more information was achieved in Pascual-Marqui et al.
(1994), the authors proposed the Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA),
a Laplacian operator that related each dipole with its nearest neighbours based on the
fact that activated neurons cause local synchronous activity. In the following years more
realistic smoothers were proposed (Michel et al., 2004), some of them generated iteratively
(Gorodnitsky et al., 1995; Liu et al., 2004; Khemakhem et al., 2008), or with different norms
(Xu et al., 2007; Silva et al., 2004), but comparison studies presented similar localisation
errors within these techniques (Michel et al., 2004; Grech et al., 2008).
A different kind of smoother based on the data was also proposed. Several approaches
presented in the literature (sLORETA (Pascual-Marqui, 2002), Beamformers (Sekihara et al.,
1999), ANA (Grave de Peralta et al., 2009)) achieved zero localisation error for a single source
but presented problems for correlated ones. The main contributions of these approaches were
the use of informative priors and the inclusion of uncertainty as part of the solution, defined
as a probability distribution whose moments could be computed.
The inclusion of stochastic assumptions for solving the inverse problem allowed implementing
many Bayesian algorithms based on Empirical Bayes (Mohammad-Djafari, 2007; Idier, 2008).
Stochastic approaches are based on defining the smoother as the prior covariance matrix of
the activity on the dipoles (in the Gaussian sense). This fixed smoother can be replaced by
an informative covariance of the neural activity formed with the weighted sum of a set of
possible covariance components. Each covariance component might, for example, describe
the sensor level covariance one would expect due to an active patch of cortex (Harrison
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et al., 2007). One open research problem that will be studied in this thesis is the efficient
selection of these components, because the sparse nature of current approaches constraints
the solution to their locations, leading to errors if they are badly placed (Lo´pez and Espinosa,
2011b).
The computation of the weights associated to the covariance components can be performed
under different assumptions, but always fitted with the data in order to obtain an informative
prior covariance of the activity behaviour (Wipf and Nagarajan, 2009). A good example of
these solutions is the Multiple Sparse Priors (MSP) algorithm (Friston et al., 2008; Henson
et al., 2011), that uses the negative variational free energy as cost function for weighting the
parameters (Friston et al., 2007b). In Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) the authors demonstrated
that the free energy only approximates the evidence, and proposed their own cost functions.
These cost functions will be analysed in this thesis and a theoretical comparison will be
performed in order to define the effectiveness of the free energy for optimisation of weights
and model comparison purposes (Penny, 2012).
Despite the use of data for optimising the weights of the covariance components, the Ba-
yesian approaches are inherently static. However, temporal information can be included
with the decomposition of full acquisition windows into independent components (Phillips
et al., 2002a; Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2008), it is achieved by taking advantage of the off-
line data analysis of medical images. These techniques allow using static estimators with
spatio-temporal priors. The assumption of independent activity in the brain is purely based
on linear algebra and signal processing (Hansen, 1998; Gladwell and Morassi, 2011), being
more realistic the use of dynamic causal models (Friston et al., 2006; Stephan et al., 2010).
Besides that, several examples presented in this thesis demonstrate that current reduction
techniques are enough for brain imaging based on Gaussian assumptions.
1.2. Outline
This thesis can be read as shown on Figure 1-1. The first part of this thesis is formed by
three chapters: In Chapter 2 a review of the solution of the MEG/EEG inverse problem
is presented, in Chapter 3 a generalised solution with its cost function is introduced, and
in Chapter 4 currently used algorithms with their optimisation process are explained and
compared. The second part of this thesis is devoted to several improvements on solving the
inverse problem: In Chapter 5 the problem of forward modelling uncertainty is accounted,
and in Chapter 6 different approaches for improving the multiple sparse priors algorithm are
proposed.
In Chapter 2 the Bayesian framework for solving the MEG/EEG inverse problem is in-
troduced. It begins with the derivation of a commonly used equation based on Gaussian
assumptions. There are, in fact, several approaches that propose the same equation, but
here stochastic assumptions were preferred because they allow extending this approach for
including informative priors. This chapter continues introducing different possible prior sen-
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Chap 2 Chap 3 Chap 4
Chap 5
Chap 6
Figure 1-1.: This thesis can be read following this suggested diagram.
sor and source level covariance matrices that can be used for these priors. Along this chapter
and the remaining of this thesis a simulation example is introduced for illustrative purposes
and testing of algorithms, it consists on synthetic MEG datasets generated from different
configurations of sources of neural activity. All estimates were performed with two dimension
reduction techniques introduced in Appendix A for both reducing the computational load
and including temporal information to the problem.
Chapter 3 begins with a generalisation of the classical estimation approaches, by defining
the prior source covariance matrix as a sum of all available information of the problem,
on what is known as Empirical Bayes (Berger, 1985). Then a cost function for optimising
the weights of the covariance components is defined and used as priors on the solution of
the inverse problem. First the weights of these covariance components are introduced in the
mathematical framework as hyperparameters, allowing avoiding the estimation of the current
distribution of source activity within the optimisation process, i.e. the computational effort
is highly reduced by obtaining the optimal set of hyperparameters purely based on the data.
With these new assumptions a generalised cost function proposed in Wipf and Nagarajan
(2009) is explained and used as starting point for introducing priors on hyperparameters;
that derived in the negative variational free energy, a well known cost function proposed in
Friston et al. (2007b) and adopted for the remaining of this work.
Having selected a cost function, in Chapter 5 several iterative optimisation algorithms avai-
lable on the literature were analysed and tested, also proposing some improvements obtained
during this work. With the full inversion scheme explained, this chapter ends with the com-
parison of these inversion approaches (including those presented in Chapter 2) using free
energy for model selection, an important tool exploited in the following sections.
In Chapter 5 uncertainty on anatomy is introduced into the Bayesian inverse problem for-
mulation, and a new methodology for accounting this uncertainty is proposed and explained,
focused on the specific problem of finding the head location due to co-registration error bet-
ween structural magnetic resonance (sMRI) forward modelling and MEG acquisition. This
approach combines deterministic and stochastic Bayesian inference procedures. For a given
head location the multiple sparse priors algorithm was used to reconstruct sources, and to
provide an estimate of the model evidence. A Metropolis search was then used to generate
a posterior distribution over possible head locations (Gelman et al., 2000), and finally the
models were combined using Bayesian Model Averaging (Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004). The
model averaging stage is simple and increases the robustness of the solution.
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Similar to anatomical uncertainty, the problem of locating the covariance components is com-
monly avoided by assuming that the sources of neural activity match with them. In Chapter
6 several examples are used to demonstrate that this assumption causes localisation error
and three different algorithms are proposed in order to improve the source reconstruction.
First a Beamforming solution is introduced for adding informative priors, this demonstrated
to be useful but limited, so a random generation of patches is proposed for demonstrating
that using free energy for model selection it is possible to determine the best fitted set of
covariance components. Then, a more efficient algorithm based on the same assumption but
with a novel efficient iterative update of components is proposed, and finally all proposed
algorithms were tested with both synthetic and real data.
Finally, general conclusions and main contributions of this work are presented in Chapter 7.
1.3. Publications of research results
This research has lead to two publications in a international peer-reviewed journals (Lo´pez
et al., 2012d,a). Parts of this work have been presented or accepted in four international
conferences and related articles were published in conference proceedings (Lo´pez and Espi-
nosa, 2011a; Lo´pez et al., 2011; Lo´pez and Espinosa, 2011b; Lo´pez et al., 2012b), a fifth
article was presented in a local conference (Lo´pez and Espinosa, 2010). One contribution
to a local conference has been published as an abstract (Lo´pez et al., 2012e), and another
abstract have also been presented in an international conference (Lo´pez et al., 2012c).
Participation in related areas has led to three publications in international conference pro-
ceedings (Valencia et al., 2011; Portilla et al., 2012; Giraldo et al., 2012), and one book
chapter has been accepted (Valencia et al., 2013). In all as co-author.
2. Bayesian framework for solving the
MEG/EEG inverse problem
“inverse problems aren’t complicated; you just need to
smooth the data before doing the inversion”
Guy Demoment and Yves Goussard (Idier, 2008, Chapter 3).
It’s not wrong, but it’s very limiting.
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter an illustrative explanation of the Bayesian framework for solving the MEG
or EEG inverse problem is introduced. This chapter begins with the Bayesian formulation
of the inverse problem based on Gaussian assumptions, then it is shown how priors affect
the reconstruction, by introducing several currently used priors for both sensor and source
spaces. Finally, a simulation example is presented for clarifying concepts and validating
algorithms.
The mathematical framework presented here is focused on solving the MEG/EEG inverse
problem on a single trial, subject and modality; with the objective of providing a background
for the remaining of this thesis. Group based inversions, fusing of modalities, introduction
of functional MRI (fMRI) data, and advance de-noising techniques are out of the scope of
this work and have been well reviewed elsewhere (Litvak and Friston, 2008; Henson et al.,
2010, 2011).
2.2. Bayesian formulation of the MEG/EEG inverse
problem
The magnitude of the electromagnetic fields observed over the scalp with MEG/EEG can be
obtained from the quasi-static approximation of Maxwell equations and Poisson’s equation
(Hallez et al., 2007). This allows writing the general linear model:
Y = LJ +  (2-1)
where Y ∈ <Nc×Nt is the EEG/MEG dataset of Nc sensors and Nt time samples, J ∈
<Nd×Nt the amplitude of Nd current dipoles distributed through the cortical surface with
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fixed orientation perpendicular to it. Both data and sources are related by the gain matrix
L (also known as the lead field matrix). Sensor noise and uncertainty on the propagation
model are represented by the random variable .
In the linear model of Eq. (2-1) the lead field matrix L (propagation model) is non inver-
tible because the dipoles outnumber the sensors (Nd  Nc), then the reconstruction of the
neural source activity Ĵ cannot be directly recovered. There are several different approaches
for obtaining an estimate of Ĵ under these conditions (See Liu et al. (2002, Appendix) for
demonstrations of four different approaches). Here the Bayesian framework is preferred be-
cause (Idier, 2008): (i) it allows to marginalise non interesting variables by integrating them
out. (ii) it allows stochastic sampling techniques like Monte-Carlo, simulated annealing,
genetic algorithms, etc.; and (iii) it provides a posterior distribution of the solution (condi-
tional expectation); in this aspect the deterministic framework only allows to set ranges of
uncertainty.
The prior probability of the source activity: p(J), given by the previous knowledge of the
brain behaviour; is corrected for fitting the data using the likelihood: p(Y |J), allowing to
estimate the posterior source activity distribution using the Bayes’ theorem:
p(J |Y ) = p(Y |J)p(J)
p(Y )
(2-2)
The estimated magnitude of the current dipoles is recovered applying the expectation opera-
tor: Ĵ = E[p(J |Y )]. Initially the evidence p(Y ) is considered constant given that the dataset
is fixed, but it will be introduced in Chapter 3 for optimisation purposes.
Typically the noise associated to MEG/EEG measurements is considered white Gaussian:
p() = N (; 0,Σ). Under this assumption the likelihood is defined Gaussian as well. This
is also extended to the prior probabilistic model: p(J) = N (J ;µJ , Q), for taking advantage
of the powerful framework associated to Gaussian assumptions.
Let define the multi-normal probability distribution for the vector of random variables x ∈
<N×1 with mean µx and covariance Σx, as:
p(x) = N (x;µx,Σx) = 1
(2pi)N/2|Σx|1/2 exp
(
−1
2
tr
(
(x− µx)TΣ−1x (x− µx)
))
(2-3)
with tr(·) and (·)T the trace and transpose operators respectively, and |·| the matrix determi-
nant. The expected value and covariance of the parameters given the data can be obtained
with direct comparison between the log of the Gaussian probability function defined in Eq.
(2-3):
log p(x) ∝ −1
2
tr
(
(x− µx)TΣ−1x (x− µx)
)
∝ −1
2
tr
(
xTΣ−1x x− xTΣ−1x µx − µTxΣ−1x x+ µTxΣ−1x µx
)
(2-4)
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and the log of p(J |Y ) from Eq. (2-2):
log p(J |Y ) ∝ log p(Y |J) + log p(J)
∝− 1
2
tr
(
(Y − LJ)TΣ−1 (Y − LJ)
)− 1
2
tr
(
(J − µJ)TQ−1(J − µJ)
)
∝− 1
2
tr
(
JT (LTΣ−1 L+Q
−1)J − JT (LTΣ−1 Y +Q−1µJ) . . .
· · · − (Y TΣ−1 J + µTJ ) + (Y TΣ−1 Y + µTJQ−1µJ)
)
(2-5)
Now comparing term by term of Eqs. (2-4) and (2-5), the covariance of p(J |Y ) is:
Σx ≡ cov (p(J |Y )) = ΣJ = (LTΣ−1 L+Q−1)−1 (2-6)
and its expected value E[p(J |Y )]:
µx ≡ E[p(J |Y )] = Ĵ = ΣJ(LTΣ−1 Y +Q−1µJ)
= (LTΣ−1 L+Q
−1)−1(LTΣ−1 Y +Q
−1µJ) (2-7)
that with some algebra and uninformative priors (µJ = 0) can be expressed as:
Ĵ = QLT (Σ + LQL
T )−1Y (2-8)
which is the commonly used equation for reconstruction algorithms based on Gaussian as-
sumptions and known values of Q and Σ (Grech et al., 2008). Even only the estimated
value of the neural activity Ĵ is enough to solve the inverse problem, the covariance can be
used to provide error bars or confidence intervals on the source solution (See Chapter 5).
2.3. Selection of prior covariance matrices
The accuracy of the reconstructed three dimensional map of source activity is highly de-
pendent on the constraints Q and Σ used in Eqs. (2-6) and (2-8), but there is not much
information available about neural activity and sensor noise to form them. In this section
the most common and classical approaches for including prior information are presented.
2.3.1. Prior sensor noise covariance
In absence of information about noise over sensors or their gain differences, it is assumed a
sensor noise covariance matrix of the form: Σ = h0INc , where INc ∈ <Nc×Nc is an identity
matrix, and h0 is the sensor noise variance. That is, the amount of noise variance is the same
on all sensors (uniformity). It can also be viewed as a regularization parameter (Golub et al.,
1979; Hansen, 2000) or hyperparameter (Phillips et al., 2002b). MEG/EEG prior information
about sensor noise can be redefined based on empty room recordings and empirical noise
covariance can enter as an additional covariance component at the sensor level Henson et al.
(2011).
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2.3.2. Minimum norm and LORETA-like estimation
There are multiple constraints that can be used as prior source covariance matrix Q. The
simplest (minimum norm) assumption about the sources is that all dipoles have approxima-
tely the same prior variance and no covariance:
Q = INd (2-9)
A better assumption is to consider that the sources are smoothed and multiple dipoles are
related in focal regions as proposed in the LORETA algorithm (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994;
Pascual-Marqui, 1999). However the original smoother has implementation problems: It was
developed for dipoles with random orientation (matrices three times larger than those used
here), the dipoles are equidistant not differentiating within brain regions, and its matrix
inversion is not feasible for large scale systems with thousands of dipoles.
A different way to obtain a smoother was proposed in Harrison et al. (2007), a Green’s
function based on a graph Laplacian was solved using the vertices and faces provided by the
structural MRI, taking into account the inter-voxel distance and connections between sulci.
The Green’s function QG ∈ <Nd×Nd is defined as:
QG = e
σGL (2-10)
with σ a positive constant value that determines the size of the activated regions, and
GL ∈ <Nd×Nd a graph Laplacian with inter-dipole connectivity information. A LORETA-
like solution for example can be directly formed by the Green’s function Q = QG.
2.3.3. Data based source space prior covariance
A solution based on a single smoother always includes all possible source locations, but the
unlikely assumption that all the dipoles are active at the same time severely affects the
reconstruction. There is a different kind of approach called Beamformers which is intended
to form brain images based on a single source covariance matrix that includes all dipoles,
but weighting them with the data for giving priority to the most probable ones (Sekihara
et al., 1999; Hillebrand and Barnes, 2003).
The Beamforming solution can be introduced into the Bayesian framework as a single cova-
riance matrix: Q = B. B ∈ <Nd×Nd is a diagonal matrix formed directly from the data, it
is projected into the source space with the lead field matrix and normalised for giving same
priority to deep and external sources. Each diagonal element of B is defined as:
Bii =
1
δi
(
LT(·,i)(Y Y
T )−1L(·,i)
)−1 ∀i = 1, . . . , Nd (2-11)
with Bii the i-th main diagonal element of B, L(·,i) the i-th column of L, and the normali-
sation parameters δ:
δi =
1
LT(·,i)L(·,i)
∀i = 1, . . . , Nd (2-12)
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2.4. Illustrative example
A simulation example will be used in the remaining of this thesis for illustrating concepts
and comparing results of different solutions. A single trial dataset of Nt = 161 samples over
Nc = 274 MEG sensors was generated with the neural source distribution shown on Figure
2.1(a) into sensor space. These sources consisted of two synchronous lateral sinusoidal signals
of 20 Hz. White random noise with Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of zero decibels was added
to the data, with SNR = 10 log10 |std(Y )/std()|. Both sources were spatially normally
distributed with full width half maximum of approximately 10 mm. The reconstruction
algorithms will be implemented over a mesh of Nd = 8196 dipoles distributed over the
cortical surface, each with fixed orientation perpendicular to it; following the procedure
proposed in (Phillips et al., 2002a).
The forward modelling was performed over the single shell template BEM model shown
in Figure 2.1(b), it was generated with the SPM81 and Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011)
software packages. Figure 2.1(c) shows the data collected by sensor MLP56 and its reference
noiseless signal. The translucent glass brain of Figure 2.1(a) shows the frontal, lateral and
superior views of the dipoles with highest variance during the time windows of interest.
(a) Neural source distribu-
tion inside the brain
(b) BEM head model
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(c) Noisy and noiseless measured ac-
tivity over sensor MLP56
Figure 2-1.: Glass brain with simulated neural activity: (a) Original brain map. (b) BEM
head model used for simulations (Green asterisks for sensor locations). (c)
Measured activity over sensor MLP56, the original source activity (bottom)
cannot be directly seen on the noisy measured data (top).
2.4.1. Minimum Norm, LORETA-like, and Beamforming solutions
Figure 2.2(a) shows the Minimum Norm reconstruction of the source distribution shown in
Figure 2.1(a), as expected both sources were external and extended on the cortical surface
1The SPM8 is a free software package that includes MNE, LORETA-like, and MSP solutions for solving the
MEG/EEG inverse problem, it can be freely downloaded from http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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with a mean localisation error of 18.65 mm. For the i-th source of neural activity, the
estimation error was defined as the Euclidean distance between its location S(true)(i), and
the location of the dipole with maximum energy after the estimation in the region near to
the i-th original source, S(est)(i):
Error(i) = ||S(est)(i)− S(true)(i)|| (2-13)
The LORETA-like (LOR) solution shown in Figure 2.2(b) had less localisation error than
MNE with 17.8 mm, but the sources were still too smooth. Both algorithms gave a certain
idea about the source distribution inside the head, but their fixed nature prevented to obtain
the correct estimation. The prior assumption that all sources are active at the same time
tended to give priority to external ones.
Figure 2.2(c) shows the source reconstruction obtained with the Beamforming approach
(BMF). Similar to MNE and LOR it tended to show the sources over the cortical surface,
but it was able to go deeper reducing the localisation error to 16.01 mm and the size of
the reconstructed sources was also smaller. The Beamforming approach can provide zero
localisation error estimations, but specifically for this example the fully correlated sources
severely affected its ability to form a reliable covariance component matrix (see Chapter 6
for proposed improvements with BMF).
(a) Minimum norm reconstruc-
tion
(b) LORETA-like reconstruc-
tion
(c) Beamforming reconstruc-
tion
Figure 2-2.: MEG brain imaging with minimum norm, LORETA-like, and Beamforming
solutions: (a) The minimum norm was not useful to determine the depth of the
sources inside the brain, keeping them on the surface. (b) The LORETA-like
assumption reconstructed smoothed sources, affecting the correct determination
of their size. (c) The Beamforming approach could go deeper inside the brain
but it was affected by correlation.
all tests were performed in MATLAB, using an Intel Core i7, 6 GB of RAM PC, with Win-
dows 7 and Linux Mint operative systems, both with parallel processing toolbox activated;
with no significant differences observed. Two model reductions were also applied in all si-
mulations in order to allow large number of dipoles and time samples, these reductions have
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been explained in Appendix A. For simplicity in the nomenclature the original notation
has been used in this document; however, all simulation examples and validation tests were
performed over the reduced model.
2.5. Summary
In this chapter the linear model upon which source reconstruction is based was reviewed.
It was shown how the key ingredient was the specification of the prior covariance of source
activity in source space. This prior covariance accommodated the basic distinctions among
commonly employed regularisation schemes in the source reconstruction literature. This
concept will be generalised in the following section with the use of Empirical Bayes.
A simulation example was introduced as a vehicle to link the conceptual and mathematical
concepts with their implementation, it was noted how different priors lead to different so-
lutions, but with this specific case it was demonstrated that they are not able to correctly
reconstruct the source activity. This problem will be accounted in the following sections.
3. Estimating model evidence
“Why do you consider higher order models if you’re using covariances?”
Dr. Jose Principe (2012), during an interesting talk we had about the
second order Taylor series approximation used in Friston et al. (2007b)
and analysed in Wipf and Nagarajan (2009).
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter a generalised prior source activity covariance matrix is proposed in order to
reduce the reconstruction error when solving the MEG/EEG inverse problem, this generali-
sation is based on Empirical Bayes (Berger, 1985) and requires the optimisation of a set of
associated hyperparameters for its implementation. Then a generalised cost function based
on the evidence is derived for optimising these hyperparameters, and several particular cases
are compared using a comprehensive accuracy/complexity framework. After defining the
cost function several iterative optimisation algorithms available in the literature are evalua-
ted; and finally the different inversion schemes related in the previous and current sections
are compared in terms of localisation error, computational cost, and model evidence.
3.2. Generalised prior source covariance matrix generation
In the previous chapter several ways of generating the prior source covariance matrix Q
were presented, the importance of good priors on source reconstruction was also analysed
by means of simulation examples of classical approaches presented in the literature. Ho-
wever, the fixed approaches were smooth and presented large localisation error, and the
Beamforming prior was affected by correlation. But all these approaches can be generalised
by considering the prior source covariance as the weighted sum of multiple prior compo-
nents D = {D1, . . . , DNq}, which is commonly known as Empirical Bayes (See (Wipf and
Nagarajan, 2009) for a review on its treatment):
Q =
Nq∑
i=1
hiDi (3-1)
each of these components defines a potential activated region of cortex, with scalar hyper-
parameters h = {h1, . . . , hNq} pruned to those Di ∈ <Nd×Nd components corresponding to
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activated regions. Note that these components may include different types of informative
priors, e.g. smoothers, data based priors, medical knowledge, fMRI data, etc. (Henson et al.,
2011). But all these possible components must be pruned to those that effectively have re-
liable information. Figure 3-1 shows how having a set of hyperparameters the dictionary of
covariance components can be weighted for constructing a Q matrix, that together with the
data is enough to obtain an estimation of the neural activity. Then, a model based dataset
Ŷ , generated by solving the forward problem, can be compared with the data and its error
may be used for iteratively modifying the set of hyperparameters in order to improve the
estimation.
Q =
∑Nq
i=1 hiDi QL
T (Σ + LQL
T )−1 L -
?
Y Y
Q Ĵ Ŷ
Errorĥ
Figure 3-1.: The set of hyperparameters can be optimised by iteratively reducing the error
between the model and the acquired data.
A clear problem appears in this optimisation: it is necessary a function to relate the data
with the hyperparameters. In that sense the log evidence can be used to find this relations-
hip. In the remaining of this chapter a cost function for determining the optimal set of
hyperparameters will be derived.
3.3. Derivation of a generalised cost function
The definition of the prior source covariance matrix Q with Eq. (3-1) implies a redefinition of
the joint probability distribution due to the inclusion of hyperparameters: p(Y, J, h). A priori
the weights of Q (hyperparameters) are independent, the parameters J are fully dependent
on them, and the model based data is also strictly dependent on J , allowing one to define:
p(Y, J, h) = p(Y |J)p(J |h)p(h) (3-2)
The prior distribution of the parameters is now dependent on h: p(J |h), but it maintains
the definition of p(J) because its dependency comes through Q, as stated in Eq. (3-1). It is
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also necessary to assume a prior on h, a general probability distribution could be (Wipf and
Nagarajan, 2009):
p(h) ∝
Nq∏
i=1
efi(hi) (3-3)
where each fi(·) is a known unspecified function (preferably convex). With a known distri-
bution on h it can be integrated out (marginalised) on what is known as a Gaussian scale
mixture:
p(J) =
∫
p(J, h)dh =
∫
p(J |h)p(h)dh (3-4)
and the prior on J is again independent. Now the problem is how to obtain these h values.
Rather than estimate a complete posterior distribution of the hyperparameters, it should be
possible to obtain their expected value ĥ. Three different approaches are commonly used in
the literature for solving this problem:
1. Hyperparameter Maximum A Posteriori (h-MAP): Assume h known and solve for J ,
treating the parameters J as hidden variables.
2. Source Maximum A Posteriori (S-MAP): Assume J known and solve for h, treating
the hyperparameters h as hidden variables.
3. Variational Bayes approximation (VB): Given that both J and h are based on the
evidence, use the Laplace approximation to factorise the joint probability: p(J, h|Y ) ≈
p(J |Y )p(h|Y ) and solve them together.
but in Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) they were unified within a single framework allowing
using these approaches indistinctly.
3.3.1. Model based sample covariance matrix
Initially let assume that h is known, then Q is known and the conditional distribution
p(J |Y, h) can be expressed as a fully specified Gaussian distribution. However, since h is not
known, a suitable approximation h ≈ ĥ must be computed:
p(J |Y, h = ĥ) = p(J |Y ) (3-5)
to solve the problem with Eqs. (2-6) and (2-8). This approximation can be optimised with
Empirical Bayes (Berger, 1985), where the prior p(J |h) can be empirically learned from
the data using the evidence p(Y ) as cost function. It is based on the fact that each set of
hyperparameters will approximate the solution to the evidence (boundary), and that the
optimal set ĥ is the one that provides the highest evidence value.
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Given that the parameters J fully depend on h, they can be marginalised from the optimi-
sation problem by integrating them out of the joint probability distribution p(Y, J, h):
p(Y, h) =
∫
p(Y, J, h)dJ = p(Y |h)p(h) (3-6)
where p(Y |h) can be derived from Eq. (3-2):
p(Y, h) =
∫
p(Y |J)p(J |h)p(h)dJ (3-7)
because p(h) is independent of J , it can be extracted from the integral and by simply
comparison with Eq. (3-6):
p(Y |h) =
∫
p(Y |J)p(J |h)dJ (3-8)
which solution is a Gaussian distribution:
p(Y |h) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
tr(Y TΣ−1Y Y )
)
(3-9)
where ΣY = Σ + LQL
T is the “model based sample covariance matrix” given the set
of hyperparameters h. This result is important because it obviates the use of J in the
optimisation problem, and allows one to formulate a cost function for h exclusively in terms
of the data. The resultant evidence computed with the optimal set of hyperparameters:
p(Y ) = p(Y |h = ĥ), is a rigorous upper bound that can be used for model selection (Friston
et al., 2008; Lo´pez et al., 2012b,d).
There are two other advantages of using ΣY instead of Q for optimising the hyperparameters:
the size of the matrices is highly reduced due to its projection into sensor space, and the
inclusion of noise variance into the equation allows adding the regularisation parameter as
another hyperparameter.
3.3.2. Optimisation of hyperparameters based on the evidence
With the definition of the hyperparameters exclusively in terms of the data is possible to
define the optimisation problem:
ĥ = arg max
h
p(Y, h) = arg max
h
p(Y |h)p(h) (3-10)
which can be obtained by maximising the cost function:
Θ(h) = log p(Y |h)p(h) (3-11)
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Replacing p(Y |h) with the multi-normal probability function and p(h) with its definition on
Eq. (3-3), a generalised cost function can be derived:
Θ(h) = log
(
1
(2pi)Nc/2
√|ΣY | exp
(
−1
2
tr(Y TΣ−1Y Y )
) Nq∏
i=1
exp(fi(hi))
)
= −Nt
2
tr(CY Σ
−1
Y )−
Nt
2
log |ΣY | − NcNt
2
log(2pi) +
Nq∑
i=1
fi(hi) (3-12)
with CY =
1
Nt
Y Y T the sample covariance. This cost function is similar to the one presented
on (Wipf, 2006; Wipf and Nagarajan, 2009), but the third term: NcNt
2
log(2pi), was not
added by the authors because it is constant for a fixed dataset; However, it was included
here because it will be useful for comparison with other approaches.
3.4. Negative Variational Free Energy
In Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) the prior on the hyperparameters fi(hi) on Eq. (3-3) was
proposed linear without prior expectations, and several efficient iterative updates were ex-
plained. In Friston et al. (2007b) it was extended to a quadratic function and non-zero prior
expectations were included. The authors called it “free energy” because it was derived from
the negative variational free energy maximisation. Here a novel derivation of the same cost
function and a short review of the original formulation are introduced.
3.4.1. Derivation of the free energy from the generalised cost function
It was previously stated that the evidence corresponds to the solution of the optimal set of
hyperparameters, but the prior knowledge about this optimal set is poor or even absent in
most cases. It is also expected that the true posterior distribution of hyperparameters does
not fit with Gaussian assumptions, and only an approximate posterior can be estimated.
Let define p0(h) as the (simple) prior knowledge about the hyperparameters and q(h) as an
approximate posterior. Following the maximum entropy principle (Jaynes, 1957), it will be
assumed that q(h) is Gaussian (as the maximum entropy distribution that can be specified
with two moments):
p0(h) = N (h; ν,Π−1) q(h) = N (h; ĥ,Σh) (3-13)
Pursuing the maximum entropy principle (Jaynes, 1957), which means that for informative
priors p0(h) the best solution is given by the maximum entropy, the (empirical) log-prior is
defined as:
log p(h) = log p0(h) +H[q(h)] (3-14)
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where H[q(h)] = (1/2) log |Σh| is the entropy of the approximate posterior, and p0(h) ≤ q(h).
Eq. (3-14) means that it is assumed – a priori – that the hyperparameters are those that
require the least posterior precision (cf. Laplace’s principle of indifference and Occam’s
razor). The posterior covariance Σh(h) depends on the hyperparameters because it is the
inverse Hessian of the cost function (see Bishop (2006) for its demonstration). Eq. (3-14)
means that the log prior can be written as:
log p(h) = −1
2
tr
(
(h− ν)TΠ(h− ν))+ 1
2
log |ΠΣh| (3-15)
Finally, replacing Eq. (3-15) in the general cost function of Eq. (3-12):
F =− Nt
2
tr(CY Σ
−1
Y )−
Nt
2
log |ΣY | − NcNt
2
log(2pi)
− 1
2
tr
(
(ĥ− ν)TΠ(ĥ− ν)
)
+
1
2
log |ΠΣh|
(3-16)
leads to the same free energy function used in Friston et al. (2008) and derived below. It
must be noted that this demonstration is only valid for a point estimate, which is enough for
obtaining an “optimal” value of ĥ, but it is not clear the introduction of the uncertainty on
the hyperparameters. In the following section the uncertainty on the hyperparameters will
be introduced.
3.4.2. Original derivation of the free energy
The free energy was proposed in Friston et al. (2007b) and since several works have been
based on it, however at the knowledge of the author it has never been published its strict
derivation, and because of that reason it has been done here. It has been also remarked
those critics presented in Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) that now can be answered based on
the previous derivation.
Define the log evidence as:
log p(Y ) =
∫
q(h) log p(Y )dh (3-17)
Applying the definition of Eq. (3-6) it can be extended to:
log p(Y ) =
∫
q(h) log
p(Y, h)
p(h|Y )dh =
∫
q(h) log
p(Y, h)q(h)
q(h)p(h|Y )dh
=
∫
q(h) log
p(Y, h)
q(h)
dh+
∫
q(h) log
q(h)
p(h|Y )dh
= F + KL[q(h)||p(h|Y )]
where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the approximate q(h) and the posterior
p(h|Y ), which is always positive; and F is the negative variational free energy (Friston et al.,
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2007b). For q(h) = p(h|Y ) the KL divergence is zero and the free energy is: F = log p(Y ),
i.e. the objective is to maximise F . Clearing it:
F =
∫
q(h) log p(Y, h)dh−
∫
q(h) log q(h)dh = Ψ(Y, h) +H(h) (3-18)
where Ψ(Y, h) is the expected energy and H(h) is the Entropy. The Entropy term can be
easily integrated:
H(h) = −
∫
q(h) log q(h)dh =
Nq
2
(1 + log(2pi)) +
1
2
log |Σh| (3-19)
but the energy is not integrable, then it is used the Laplace method (Saddle-point) approxi-
mation for solving it (Bishop, 2006). Let define: U(Y, h) = log p(Y, h), and perform a second
order Taylor series expansion U˜(Y, h) around the approximate (variational) posterior means:
U˜(Y, h) = U(Y, ĥ) +
1
2
tr((h− ĥ)TH(h− ĥ)) (3-20)
The gradients are zero because it is performed at a maximum, and the Hessian H is computed
with:
Hi,j =
∂2U˜(Y, h)
∂hi∂hj
∣∣∣∣∣
h=ĥ
(3-21)
Then the expected energy can be computed (approximated to Ψ˜):
Ψ˜ =
∫
q(h)U˜(Y, h)dh =
∫
q(h)
(
U˜(Y, ĥ) +
1
2
tr
(
(h− ĥ)TH(h− ĥ)
))
dh
= U˜(Y, ĥ)
∫
q(h)dh+
1
2
∫
q(h)tr
(
(h− ĥ)TH(h− ĥ)
)
dh (3-22)
Two main assumptions have been made until here (Wipf and Nagarajan, 2009), first the
second order Taylor series expansion implies low non-linearity, and second the computation
of the Hessian at the expected value of the hyperparameters ĥ may be confusing as both the
Hessian and ĥ are optimised at the same time, which cannot be guaranteed. But both assum-
ptions can be confirmed with the original Newton’s non-linear search algorithm (used here)
and the results of the previous section. Note that the second order Taylor series expansion
is correct for Gaussian assumptions because the log normals are effectively quadratic, i.e. it
is the same quadratic assumption considered in Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) but including
priors. With respect to the Hessian it is true that it is computed at the maximum value of
h, but it is done iteratively being true once the algorithm converges.
Let one define the posterior covariance of the hyperparameters: Σh = (h− ĥ)T (h− ĥ), and
replace in Eq. (3-22):
Ψ˜ = U˜(Y, ĥ) +
1
2
∫
q(h)tr(ΣhH)dh = U˜(Y, ĥ) +
1
2
tr(ΣhH)
∫
q(h)dh
= U˜(Y, ĥ) +
1
2
tr(ΣhH)
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Now the Hessian is replaced by the inverse of the posterior covariance H = −Σ−1h (Bishop,
2006):
Ψ˜ = U˜(Y, ĥ)− 1
2
tr(INq) = U˜(Y, ĥ)−
Nq
2
(3-23)
the only term left for solving is the approximated evidence computed at the expected value:
U˜(Y, ĥ) = log p(Y, ĥ) = log p(Y |ĥ)p0(ĥ) (3-24)
with p(Y |h) defined as in Eq. (3-9), and the prior on hyperparameters: p0(h), defined as in
Eq. 3-13:
U˜(Y, ĥ) = log
(
1
(2pi)
Nc
2
√|ΣY | exp
(
−1
2
tr(Y TΣ−1Y Y )
)
. . .
. . . × 1
(2pi)
Nq
2
√|Π−1| exp
(
−1
2
tr((ĥ− ν)TΠ(ĥ− ν))
))
=− 1
2
tr(Y TΣ−1Y Y + (ĥ− ν)TΠ(ĥ− ν))−
1
2
log(ΣY ) . . .
· · · − 1
2
log(Π−1)− Nc
2
log(2pi)− Nq
2
log(2pi)
Finally, replacing H and Ψ˜ from Eqs. (3-19) and (3-23) respectively in Eq. (3-18):
F˜ =− 1
2
tr(Y TΣ−1Y Y + (ĥ− ν)TΠ(ĥ− ν))−
1
2
log |ΣY | − 1
2
log |Π−1| − Nc
2
log(2pi) . . .
· · · − Nq
2
log(2pi)− Nq
2
+
1
2
(Nq(1 + log(2pi)) + log |Σh|)
Cancelling terms and including the sample covariance matrix: CY =
1
Nt
Y Y T , is obtained
the approximated free energy defined in Friston et al. (2007b, 2008):
F˜ = −Nt
2
tr(CY Σ
−1
Y )−
Nt
2
log |ΣY | − NtNc
2
log(2pi)− 1
2
tr((ĥ− ν)TΠ(ĥ− ν)) + 1
2
log |ΣhΠ|
3.5. Trade off between accuracy and complexity
In Penny (2012) a theoretical comparison between cost functions was proposed, dividing
them in two terms: accuracy and complexity. The accuracy term penalises the difference in
variance between the data and the estimated solution. The complexity term gives a measure
of how difficult is to optimise the hyperparameters for a given seed (prior). Specifically for
this case the number of hyperparameters is dependent on the number of covariance compo-
nents D needed to correctly reconstruct the brain image, Figure 3-2 shows an example of
how increasing the number of components increases the evidence until the problem becomes
complex enough (at the maximum), and adding more components reduces the evidence.
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Figure 3-2.: Example of the trade off between accuracy and complexity for determining the
number of covariance components useful for computing the evidence, note how
excessively increasing the covariance components reduces the evidence due to
the extra complexity that they bring to the problem.
The cost function derived in Eq. (3-12) can be divided into these terms:
Θ(h) = accuracy(h)− complexity(h) (3-25)
where the accuracy:
accuracy = −Nt
2
tr(CY Σ
−1
Y )−
Nt
2
log |ΣY | − NcNt
2
log(2pi) (3-26)
is that of Penny (2012) but comparing with the empirical covariance instead of the error.
Regarding to the complexity term:
complexity = −
Nq∑
i=1
fi(hi) (3-27)
Friston et al. (2008) and Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) proposed several possible functions,
Penny (2012) also included the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) in the comparison (Bishop, 2006), as related in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1.: Comparison of different cost functions based on their complexity term
Approach Complexity term
AIC (Akaike, 1974) Nq
BIC (Schwarz, 1978) Nq
2
logNt
Linear function (Wipf and Nagarajan, 2009) h
free energy (Friston et al., 2008) 1
2
tr
(
(h− ν)TΠ(h− ν))− 1
2
log |ΠΣh|
AIC and BIC only account the number of hyperparameters to compute the complexity. AIC
selects the model with minimal expected divergence to the true model, and BIC is a Lyapunov
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boundary limited to the particular case of: Σh = Π
−1. With respect to the linear and
quadratic functions, in the following chapter it will be shown how the actual improvement
is the inclusion of priors in the hyperparameters on the quadratic cost function, taking
advantage of the quadratic function structure in the exponential of the Gaussian function.
In fact, in Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) a quadratic cost function was also proposed, but the
authors did not consider it as Gaussian, therefore they did not include the covariances of
the hyperparameters.
3.6. Summary and Discussion
In this chapter a generalised prior source activity covariance matrix was proposed, and a
generalised cost function for optimising its hyperparameters was derived. A simple derivation
and comparison of several cost functions was presented. Special care was devoted to the free
energy, which was derived from two different starting points. This chapter finished with a
comparison of different cost functions in terms of their theoretical complexity (Penny, 2012).
The main contribution of this section was the derivation of the free energy proposed in
Friston et al. (2007b) in terms of a generalised cost function, allowing to compare it with
different approaches based on the same starting point. It was also included the original
formulation explaining step by step its derivation. In that respect in Wipf and Nagarajan
(2009) the authors indicated that the second order Taylor series approximation used in
Friston et al. (2007b) prevents to use it as an effective boundary for the model evidence,
which is true because it is a quadratic approximation. However, the derivation shown in
Section 3.4 demonstrated that the second order assumption is well founded for the Gaussian
case; and in fact it is an extension of the assumptions proposed in Wipf and Nagarajan
(2009).
4. Optimisation of covariance
components
“One thing is to use computers as tools, and quite another to let them think for one”
Tom Clancy, 1984 (The hunt for Red October)
4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter a generalised prior source covariance matrix was proposed and several
cost functions for optimising its hyperparameters were analysed. In this chapter practical
implementation issues of this framework are analysed and tested. Initially the Multiple
Sparse Priors (MSP) algorithm is explained as an extension of those classical approaches
based on a single prior source covariance matrix, generating a set of components based on
the same smoother of the LORETA-like solution but separating it on patches formed by
smoothed focal regions.
This chapter continues with the explanation of the Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML)
algorithm for obtaining the optimal set of hyperparameters based on the free energy cost
function. Due to the high computational load of the ReML algorithm two different strategies
for reducing the computational load have been included in Appendix A: a Greedy Search
(GS) and an Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD). This chapter finishes testing the
MSP, GS and ARD with the simulation example of Section 2.4, and a comparison of inverse
solvers in terms of free energy, mean localisation error, and computation time has been
performed and discussed.
4.1.1. Multiple Sparse Priors algorithm
Following the classical approaches of Chapter 2 one may say that the set of prior components
D used in Eq. (3-1) depend on the approach selected. For the minimum norm solution for
example it is just an identity matrix: D = INd , and for the LORETA-like solution it may
be extended to the smoother: D = {INd , QG}. Previous tests made on this project (not
shown here) have demonstrated that the optimal hyperparameters obtained correspond to
the regularisation parameter commonly obtained with L-Curve (Hansen, 2000) or General
Cross Validation (Golub et al., 1979) algorithms. However, the free energy cost function
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allows to optimise thousands of covariance components with wide variety of information on
them.
In absence of prior information (such as medical knowledge or fMRI data) the ideal set
D should be generated with same number of components than dipoles distributed through
the source space, but unfortunately it is not computationally feasible. In practice they are
reduced (Nq  Nd) and each component is formed as a ”patch” with a column of QG
forming a bell centred on the corresponding dipole. This is the main assumption underlying
the Multiple Sparse Priors (MSP) algorithm (Friston et al., 2008).
The size of the regions and the number of patches can be defined based on prior medical
knowledge of a given pathology, or for optimising the search space in general cases as proposed
in Chapter 6. But current implementations are based on fixed sets of patches. The SPM8
software package for example uses a set ofNq = 512 patches selected intentionally for covering
the entire cortical surface (Figure 4.1(b)), the centres of these patches are selected from the
set of Nd = 8196 dipoles of Figure 4.1(a). Figure 4.1(c) shows different sizes of patches
obtained with different values of σ; however, previous tests performed during this project
(not shown here) presented convergence problems in free energy when using different sizes
for a single reconstruction.
(a) Nd = 8196 current dipoles (b) Centres of a set of Nq = 512
covariance components
(c) Examples of different sizes
of patches
Figure 4-1.: Generation of covariance components: (a) The sources of neural activity are
limited to this set of current dipoles distributed over the cortical surface. (b)
Each dot represent the centre of a patch. (c) The Green’s function allows to
modify the size of the focal regions.
The different priors for inversion schemes can be summarized as shown in Figure 4-2. The
minimum norm solution is based on a single identity matrix without prior information (Figure
4.2(a)), while the LORETA-like is based on a fixed smoother that relates all sources (Figure
4.2(b)). A more realistic assumption is achieved with Beamformers, whose covariance matrix
is based on data, Figure 4.2(c) shows the covariance matrix formed for the example presented
in Section 2.4, note how it gave priority to two regions, that effectively correspond to those
dipoles that are active. Finally the MSP is also based on a smoother, but it is formed
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by hundreds of components, each with a different possible active region. Figures 4.2(d),
4.2(e) and 4.2(f) show three possible covariance components, it is expected that after the
optimisation process that will be introduced in the following section the prior covariance
matrix Q of the MSP will be similar to the Beamforming prior.
(a) Minimum norm (b) LORETA-like (c) Beamformer
(d) MSP 1 (e) MSP 2 (f) MSP 3
Figure 4-2.: Smoothers of different inversion schemes: (a) Minimum norm solution does not
includes prior information. (b) LORETA-like is based on a smoother relating
each dipole with its nearest neighbours. (c) Beamformer weights the main
diagonal giving priority to those dipoles with higher probability of activity. (d),
(e) and (f) MSP is based on a set of covariance components, each with a different
possible location (here three examples).
If there is medical knowledge about a region of interest, those dipoles outside can be masked
and the solution will be forced to be inside the selected region, but this procedure can
lead to errors due to non interesting simultaneous activity. A soft constrain with the same
objective is obtained with an extra component in the set D, with ones on the dipoles inside
the region of interest. When fMRI data is available, that information can also be included as
extra components in D, translating the fMRI information to possibly activated dipoles (See
Henson et al. (2010)). These must be soft constraints because the low temporal resolution
of the fMRI can cause loss of information affecting the reconstruction.
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4.2. Optimising the cost function
Now that the covariance components have been defined as a set of patches, it is necessary to
determine which of them are relevant to the solution by increasing their h value. The opti-
misation of h is often performed using iterative algorithms as the Expectation-Maximisation
(EM), treating J as hidden data. In the E-step the hyperparameters are fixed and the
problem is solved with Eqs. (2-6) and (2-8), then in the M-step the hyperparameters are
updated with the gradient and Hessian of Θ(h) in Eq. (3-12). Within this process all non
relevant h values are pruned for reducing the computational cost.
Given that the free energy comprises the other complexity terms analysed, it will be optimi-
sed and differences with other approaches will be remarked. The derivative of Θ(h) = F (h)
in Eq. (3-16) is:
∂F (h)
∂hi
= −Nt
2
tr (Pi(CY − ΣY ))− Πii(hi − νi) (4-1)
with
Pi =
∂Σ−1Y
∂hi
= hiΣ
−1
Y LDiL
TΣ−1Y
and its Hessian is obtained with the derivative of the gradient:
∂2F (h)
∂hi∂hj
= −Nt
2
tr(PiDiPjDi)− Πii (4-2)
Note that the first term of both Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) is only defined by the accuracy, and the
second term depends only on complexity. If there are not priors on the hyperparameters this
term is the same for free energy than for a simple quadratic assumption: p(h) ∝ exp(h2).
Several tests performed during this project (not shown here) demonstrated that in most
cases the influence of complexity is not significant; and comparing flat versus informative
priors only reduced the number of iterations, leading to the same set ĥ.
4.2.1. Restricted Maximum Likelihood
The iterative computation of the E and M steps is not computationally efficient. In Fris-
ton et al. (2008) the Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML) algorithm was proposed for
computing the E-step once and optimising over the M-step, as follows:
1. For the k-th iteration compute the model based sample covariance matrix Σ
(k)
Y . The
hyperparameters can be initialized with zero values for the first iteration if there are
not informative hyperpriors.
2. Compute the gradient of the free energy with Eq. (4-1) for each hyperparameter. In
absence of informative hyperpriors use: ν = 0, Π ≈ 0INq .
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3. Compute the curvature of the free energy with Eq. (4-2) for each hyperparameter.
4. Update the hyperparameters:
h
(k)
i = h
(k−1)
i + ∆hi (4-3)
where the variation on each hyperparameter ∆hi is computed with a Fisher scoring
over the free energy variation
∆hi = −
(
∂2F (h)
∂hi∂hj
)−1
∂F (h)
∂hi
(4-4)
5. Eliminate those hyperparameters near to zero, and their corresponding covariance
component.
6. Update the free energy variation
∆F =
∂F
∂h
∆h (4-5)
and finish if it is less than a given tolerance. Otherwise go back to step 1.
Note that the total free energy was not computed within the ReML, it is done just once at
the end of the iterative process.
In Friston et al. (2008) the authors proposed the hyperparameter transformation: h =
exp(λ), for allowing λ to be positive or negative; however, the ReML is a convex optimisation
with restrictions (in step 5 low h values are pruned) making useless this assumption. This
assertion was validated during this project by implementing different convex functions on
h = f(λ), but as expected none of them improved the solution. Only the function h = 1/λ
reduced the number of iterations, because it pruned faster those non-interesting values.
The ReML by itself is enough to compute the optimal set of hyperparameters, but it is
computationally too intensive for a large number of covariance components. In order to
reduce the computational burden, two main improvements were proposed in the literature:
A Greedy Search (GS) over the multiple sparse priors (Friston et al., 2007a; Wipf and
Nagarajan, 2009), and an Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) optimized for sparse
patterns (Friston et al., 2008). Comparative results of these and other inversion schemes
are presented in the following section. But for fluidity in the text, the algorithms of both
optimisations GS and ARD are explained in Appendix B.
4.3. Simulation example of MSP, GS and ARD
implementations
Following with the simulation example of Section 2.4 the MSP inversion scheme has been
implemented. The MSP algorithm performs the estimation based in the resultant prior
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covariance matrices of two optimizations: a GS and an ARD. The priors used to form the
set of covariance components D of Eq. (3-1) were the same as implemented with the MSP
algorithm in SPM8. They consisted on 512 covariance components with selected columns of
the Green’s function covering the entire cortical surface. The settings of the algorithm are
also explained in (Friston et al., 2008).
Figure 4.3(a) shows the source reconstruction given by the GS, both sources perfectly mat-
ched the original ones and there was only some spurious activity generated by noise. This
algorithm is well fitted for bilateral synchronous sources because it gives them the same prio-
rity (a single hyperparameter). On the ARD, the algorithm starts with a large number of
hyperparameters and prunes the patches independently. This happened on the reconstruc-
tion of Figure 4.3(b), one of the sources did not have the amplitude of the other, affecting
the reconstruction and generating localisation error.
(a) Greedy search (b) Automatic relevance deter-
mination
(c) Multiple sparse priors
Figure 4-3.: MEG brain imaging with variational Bayes schemes: (a) Greedy search recons-
truction with zero localisation error. (b) Automatic relevance determination,
this strategy is affected by correlated sources. (c) Multiple sparse priors, it is
the sum of the GS and ARD, then it is expected that the solution will be the
best of both.
4.3.1. Comparison results of the inversion schemes presented
A main problem when comparing inverse solvers is that it is not possible to guarantee that
they correctly locate the sources of neural activity over real data. The closest solution is with
focal epileptic activity, that after surgically removing the located region one can determine
or not if the seizure disappeared on the patient. However, it is a single source reconstruction
and not necessarily the centre of the located source coincides with the centre of the true
affected region (it is commonly removed more than desired).
Here synthetic data has been used with perfectly defined neural sources for comparison
purposes, but for extending this to real data the final free energy value of each reconstruction
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has been included and compared with mean localisation error in order to determine its
capability for model selection (Penny, 2012). On Table 4-1 the free energy, average error
(computed with Eq. (2-13)), and time expended by each inversion scheme are presented,
including those shown on Chapter 2. These results show that MNE and LOR approaches
were faster in time consumption but had larger localisation error and lower free energy. A
short improvement was observed with BMF but it presented a large increase in computation
time. The GS had zero error and its free energy was higher than the ARD, both with
expected increase in computation time given their iterative nature. Given that the MSP is
the sum of the GS and ARD solutions, it is expected that it should have most part of the
GS reconstruction due to its higher free energy, as can be seen on Figure 4.3(c).
Table 4-1.: Comparison between the inversion schemes tested
Scheme free energy Average error (mm) Time expended (s)
MNE -2755.3 18.65 19.6
LOR -2726.7 17.8 22.56
BMF -2667.2 16.01 56.74
GS -2391.0 0 66.9
ARD -2442.2 12.4 88.26
MSP -2364.6 0 138.27
Figure 4-4 shows how MSP and GS had higher free energy values, which effectively corres-
ponded to less average localisation errors, even considering the low signal to noise ratio of
the data (SNR = 0), and the classical solutions seemed pretty unlikely based on their free
energy. In Chapters 5 and 6 the capability of free energy for model selection will be used for
improving the source reconstruction and reducing uncertainty.
MNE LOR BMF GS ARD MSP
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Figure 4-4.: free energy comparison of different inverse solvers, GS and MSP presented hig-
her values and effectively corresponded to lower localisation errors.
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4.4. Summary and Discussion
In this chapter the Multiple Sparse Priors algorithm for solving the MEG/EEG inverse pro-
blem was introduced, the large number of covariance components allowed by this algorithm
required the use of the Restricted Maximum Likelihood algorithm proposed in Friston et al.
(2008) for optimising hyperparameters and determining which components are relevant on
the solution. It was also shown how one can manipulate various parameters to change the
data features that are reconstructed on the form of patches (sparse priors).
Finally, the MSP together with its stages GS and ARD were tested with synthetic data
and then compared with classical solutions, being the GS and MSP the reconstructions
with lower average localisation error and higher free energy, however they also presented
higher computation times. In this comparison was also analysed the usage of free energy for
model selection, verifying that free energy is able to determine which source reconstruction
algorithm has lower estimation error.
5. Accounting for forward modelling
uncertainty
“Where is the Head?”
Dr. Gareth Barnes (2011)
Tentative title of the paper related to this chapter
5.1. Introduction
One commonly used constraint to help solving the MEG/EEG inverse problem is to assume
that the anatomy is known (Baillet and Garnero, 1997; Lin et al., 2006). The knowledge
of anatomy, in the form of a cortical surface, coupled with the assumption that currents
flow normal to this surface, considerably simplifies the problem. However, the accuracy to
which the cortical surface can be known is limited, generating non-linear dependency of the
MEG/EEG lead fields on anatomical unknowns (for example the shape of the cortical mesh,
the source extent, or the model of the skull boundary).
In this chapter a mathematical framework for accounting uncertainty in anatomy is presen-
ted. Its introduction into the Bayesian framework begins embodying the uncertainty in the
lead field matrix. The high non-linearity associated is accounted with a Metropolis search,
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) strategy that allows to search over forward models
avoiding local maxima. But instead of selecting a single model, an optimal solution is ob-
tained using Bayesian model averaging over those models which solutions account higher
free energy values. This approach also allows computing posterior distributions for current
density based on the accounted uncertainty.
A co-registration problem due to bad scalp surface landmark locations on MEG data acqui-
sition is proposed for validation. The true head position and orientation inside the MEG
helmet is recovered with the proposed approach. For each head position the MEG inverse
problem is solved and an associated free energy is computed. If the head is placed in the
wrong position the free energy will decrease because a more complex model will be required
to fit the data with same accuracy, i.e the model that best approximates the evidence will
be the true one.
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5.2. Inclusion of uncertainty on the anatomy
Inaccuracies on the forward modelling were initially included in the general linear model
of Eq. (2-1) together with measurement noise. But this uncertainty can be introduced as
assumptions about anatomy a into the gain matrix:
Y = LaJ +  (5-1)
This includes assumptions about head location, or the details of the particular cortical
surface. Hence, the likelihood associated must be redefined for reflecting this dependence:
p(Y |J, a) = N (Y ;LaJ,Σ) (5-2)
Similarly, the prior assumption about source activity depends on anatomy
p(J |a) = N (J ; 0, Qa) (5-3)
where Qa is the source covariance dependent on parameter set a. This leads to a posterior
over sources via Bayes rule
p(J |Y, a) = p(Y |J, a)p(J |a)
p(Y |a) (5-4)
It makes explicit that reconstructed source solutions are dependent on anatomical assum-
ptions. The posterior over anatomical parameters is also, naturally, given by Bayes rule:
p(a|Y ) = p(Y |a)p(a)
p(Y )
(5-5)
Importantly, the likelihood of anatomical parameters: p(Y |a), is equivalent to the evidence
of the source reconstruction in Eq. (5-4).
Anatomy may comprise multiple sets of parameters, e.g. a = {γ, w, s}, where γ denotes head
location, w the spatial extent of cortical patches, or s the coefficients of a Fourier basis set
describing the cortical surface. The remaining of this chapter will be devoted to optimising
head position and orientation: a ≡ γ, but it can be easily extended to other anatomical
assumptions.
Because the lead field La, and therefore the likelihood p(Y |J, a), and source posterior p(J |Y, a)
are highly non-linear functions of a, a stochastic method such as the Metropolis algorithm
(Gelman et al., 2000) is proposed to search anatomical space.
5.2.1. Non-linear search algorithm
In this framework the free energy is used in two different ways. First, it provides an objective
function for hyperparameter optimization as shown in previous chapters (Figure 3-1). The
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optimal set of hyperparameters for a given head location γk is achieved with its maximum
free energy value: ĥ = arg maxh F (h, γk). Second, because free energy approximates the log
model evidence: F ≈ log p(Y |γ), it can be used to score source reconstructions based on
different head locations. That is, the reconstruction of each head location has an associated
free energy that can be compared with those of other head locations, in order to find the
optimum (See Figure 5-1).
Q =
∑Nq
i=1 hiCi QL
T (Σ + LQL
T )−1 L -
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â
Figure 5-1.: The free energy can be used in two different ways: for optimising the hyperpa-
rameters, and using its final value for optimising the anatomical parameters.
Applying the free energy criterion to the models which vary only in head location keeps the
data and the number of parameters unchanged, but it affects the reconstruction. One would
expect that the maximum free energy corresponds to the true position of the head, because
any other location would require more complexity to explain the same data with the same
accuracy (See Figures 5-2, 5-3 and their discussion).
For a single dataset the free energy is a function of head position and orientation, which
implies six degrees of freedom (three for position and three for orientation). The head
location γk is specified by three fiducials in MEG sensor space: Nasion, left ear, and right
ear. Movement between head locations γ0 and γ1 is performed by a rigid body transformation
over the three fiducials (Friston et al., 2006, chap. 4). Here the mid-point between the left
and right ear fiducials is used as the origin of rotation of the head.
In practice, there is always some uncertainty about the head location inside the helmet,
but the worst case will be considered for the purposes of this demonstration: a uniform
probability distribution of the head location p(γ) inside the search space, which in this case
is the space inside the MEG helmet allowing free rotation of the head.
The problem is how to search this empty space inside the MEG helmet. One possibility
would be to create a grid and evaluate F at each position. This is however computationally
too demanding for a six-dimensional space. Another possibility would be a deterministic
algorithm which follows the gradients of F with respect to head position. Given that this
search space is highly non-linear (see later) this would be suboptimal. For these reasons
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the Metropolis search strategy has been chosen. It consists on following a Markov chain
with variable step given by a probability distribution centred on the last step. Parameters
are updated to follow increasing F values, but decreases are also allowed (in order to avoid
getting stuck in local extrema).
Metropolis search
The Metropolis search algorithm is part of a family of MCMC techniques (Gelman et al.,
2000) that allows several problem specific modifications. Here the algorithm implemented
to search for the true head location is described:
1. Select a random sample from the prior over head location: γ0 ∼ p(γ), solve the
MSP reconstruction for that location and calculate the corresponding free energy value
F (ĥ, γ0).
2. Use a Gaussian proposal distribution to obtain a new set of fiducials near to the head
location computed on the previous step: γk−1: γ′ ∼ N (γ′; γk−1, σ2I). For each of the
six degrees of freedom the same standard deviation of σ = 2.4/
√
6 was used. With σ
expressed in degrees for rotation, and mm for translation (Gelman et al., 2000). The
parameter σ could also be adjusted to improve the rate of convergence (Woolrich et al.,
2006), but it is out of the scope of this work.
3. Perform source reconstruction on the new location of the head and calculate the ratio
with the new free energy value F (ĥ, γ′):
r =
p(Y |γ′)p(γ′)
p(Y |γk−1)p(γk−1) = exp
(
F (ĥ, γ′)− F (ĥ, γk−1)
) p(γ′)
p(γk−1)
(5-6)
the ratio is given by the comparison of log evidence between the previous reconstruction
p(Y |γk−1), and the proposed one p(Y |γ′), where each is also weighted by the prior. A
ratio larger than one means that the proposed head location γ′ has more evidence than
the previous one.
4. Take a decision: If r > 1 the new value is higher and accepted (γk = γ
′); if r < 1 the
new value is compared with a random sample from a uniform distribution: β ∼ U(0, 1),
if r > β it is accepted, or rejected otherwise: γk = γk−1. Allowing transitions to lower
probability values enables the algorithm to escape from local maxima.
5. Return to the second step and repeat until convergence. After an initial burn-in period,
the samples γ′ together comprise an approximate posterior distribution over the head
locations p(γ|Y ).
The following section describes a standard method for determining when the sampling pro-
cedure has converged. After convergence, the first half of samples constitute a burn-in period
and are discarded. This avoids dependence on the initial head position γ0 of the sampling
chain.
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Use of convergence rule
The Metropolis algorithm presented above follows a single Markov chain to generate samples
from the posterior p(γ|Y ), but it may fall into a local maxima or take an excessive amount
of time to approximate the true posterior. In order to avoid these problems multiple chains
are used simultaneously and convergence based on the variance -between and -within chains
(Gelman et al., 2000) is defined, i.e. each chain forms an approximate posterior pg(γ|Y ), for
g = 1, . . . , NG chains; then the variance within each chain and between chains is computed
in order to determine convergence.
In brief, start NG chains from different head locations. Then perform the Metropolis al-
gorithm individually for each chain. Wait until all chains have a representative number of
samples, then after each iteration of all chains, use the second half of samples (length n)
to calculate
√
R̂ for each of the selected scalar estimands (in this case F ), and the algo-
rithm finishes when
√
R̂ ≈ 1. The parameter
√
R̂ gives a tolerance limit for the free energy
variation.
The stopping parameter
√
R̂, relates the marginal posterior variance var(F |Y ) and the
within-sequence variance Z for the scalar estimand F
√
R̂ =
√
var(F |Y )
Z
(5-7)
The marginal posterior variance var(F |Y ) is computed as the weighted average of Z and
the between-sequence variance W
var(F |Y ) = n− 1
n
Z +
1
n
W (5-8)
with
W =
n
NG − 1
NG∑
g=1
(F ·g − F )2 (5-9)
where F ·g is the mean free energy of the g-th sequence, and F is the mean free energy among
sequences. The within-sequence variance is calculated as:
Z =
1
NG
NG∑
g=1
(
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(Fig − F ·g)2
)
(5-10)
The quantity
√
R̂ compares the variance of each independent Markov chain with the marginal
posterior variance of all chains. If
√
R̂ approaches unity then all chains should be sampling
from the same density. This will occur when the chains have forgotten their initial states
and have converged (Gelman et al., 2000).
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5.2.2. Bayesian Model Averaging
This framework decouples inference about functionality, based on p(J |Y ), from inference
about anatomy p(γ|Y ). This allows using established algorithms to compute them: Inference
about anatomy can be made solely on the posterior samples γk obtained with the Metropolis
algorithm, and inference about functionality is given by Bayesian model averaging
p(J |Y ) =
∑
k
p(J |Y, γk)p(γk|Y ) (5-11)
where p(J |Y, γk) is the distribution of the sources obtained with model γk. This is evaluated
using
p(J |Y ) ≈
∑
s
p(J |Y, γs) (5-12)
where γs are the posterior samples produced by the Metropolis algorithm. Whilst this
equation can be used to compute a full posterior distribution over sources, typically only the
posterior mean Ĵ is required. The following algorithm is used to provide an estimate of Ĵ
averaged over Nit = 10, 000 iterations.
for x=1,. . . ,Nit do
- a) Pick a head location from its posterior probability distribution: γk ∼ p(γ|Y )
- b) For the head location γk obtain the estimated values Ĵk and their posterior cova-
riance (ΣJ)k, using Eq. (2-8) and Eq. (2-6).
- c) Obtain a normal random variable with mean Ĵk and covariance (ΣJ)k: J˜x ∼
N (J˜t; Ĵk, (ΣJ)k). In practice, for computational efficiency and storage limitations only
the main diagonal of each (ΣJ)k is computed in Eq. (2-6).
end for
- Obtain the mean of the random variables: Ĵ =
∑
x J˜x
In brief, step (a) renders the source estimate J˜ dependent on anatomical uncertainty, and
step (c) renders it dependent on measurement error. One can also use the J˜x to produce
confidence intervals over the location of the global maximum, or the maximum within a
certain cortical region. Note that Bayesian model averaging (BMA) is computationally very
efficient, on a desktop computer it takes less than one minute.
5.3. Validation results
In this section MEG data is simulated for several source distributions and head locations, and
then the head location and cortical current distribution are estimated under various noise
conditions using the algorithm outlined above. Finally the proposed algorithm is tested with
previously published experimental data (Sedley et al., 2011).
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5.3.1. Description of the simulated data
The simulation example presented in Section 2.4 is extended to several source distributions
with different number and locations of neural sources. Figure 5.2(a) shows for example
two synchronous lateral sources of neural activity with sinusoidal signals of 20 Hz, and a
frontal source with sinusoidal signal of 10 Hz. Tests were performed noiseless and using
SNR = {−20,−10, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20} decibels.
The spatial dimension reduction (spatial projector) was based only on the first head location
lead field Lγ0 , and its decomposition was used in all the following iterations for guaranteeing
that the data do not change. In future it might be worth considering schemes in which this
dimension reduction stage is removed once the approximate location of the global maximum
is reached.
Figure 5.2(b) shows the MSP solution for the true position of the head with the source
distribution of Figure 5.2(a). The average source location error for the simulation with
three sources was zero (between Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b)). This is not so surprising as
the simulated neural sources were randomly placed at MSP patch centres. Note that a
coordinate system was used for the dipoles referenced to the head itself, but a coordinate
system referenced to MEG helmet was used to describe fiducial locations.
For the first validation of the proposed algorithm, the head was allowed to move 20 mm in
each direction with the constraint of avoiding collision with the sensors. The orientation of
the head was free to vary and it was always initialised in a random location. Two examples
of the MSP reconstruction for a displaced head are presented in Figures 5.2(c) and 5.2(d),
and show how poor knowledge of the head location affected source reconstruction, both
solutions had lower free energy than that at the true location. Note however that both
incorrect solutions arose from relatively small (and typical) co-registration errors (4 mm and
4 degrees in 5.2(d)).
The objective is to recover the true distribution of currents that generate the data, as well as
the true head position. All the error measurements of sources of neural activity were made
with respect to the original simulated distribution. The co-registration, forward problem
(Nolte, 2003) and MSP inverse solution were obtained with the SPM8 software package.
5.3.2. Illustrative example: Single axis movement
For a better understanding of the different steps involved, head movement along a single
dimension is first explored. Several tests were performed by allowing the head to move only
on a single axis or orientation. This allowed comparing the Metropolis algorithm with a
simple grid search.
Figure 5-3 shows the normalised (with respect to the maximal) free energy trajectories in
six different realisations, the head was moved between ±15 mm from its original position,
0.5 mm at a time. Figure 5.3(a) shows a left-right movement, the positive values correspond
to the right part of the head being nearer to the sensors. Figure 5.3(d) shows an up-down
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(a) Original current distribution (b) MSP estimation
(c) MSP solution for a head translated
1 cm and rotated 10 degrees in a ran-
dom direction
(d) MSP solution for a head translated
a 4 mm distance and rotated by 4 de-
grees in a random direction
Figure 5-2.: Glass brain with simulated neural activity: (a) Original brain map, (b) MSP
estimate of the simulated data. (c) and (d) Examples of different MSP recons-
tructions with co-registration error; on (c) one lateral source keept most of the
energy and the other two almost disappeared, on (d) a ghost source appeared
in the middle of the brain.
movement, the upwards movement corresponds to positive error values. There were higher
free energy values when the head was nearer to the sensors. Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) show
two different noisy (SNR = 0 dB) left-right head movement realisations, note that the
peak Free energies did not give zero error and were different to one another for the same
underlying head location. The same situation can be seen in Figures 5.3(e) and 5.3(f), where
up-down noisy (SNR = 0 dB) realisations again presented different solutions for the same
head locations; this is an important motivation for the steps that follow.
The solution of the MSP for several head locations makes it necessary to generate a new
lead field matrix at each iteration and then solve the MSP reconstruction, causing a high
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Figure 5-3.: Graphs of different normalised free energy trajectories for a single axis with
0.5 mm of resolution: (a) presents the movement on the left-right axis. (b) and
(c) show the same left-right movement using data with SNR = 0 dB, both the
waveform and the maxima varied. (d) shows the up-down movement, note that
the free energy seems to be higher when the head is near the sensors. (e) and
(f) show the same up-down movement using noisy data with SNR = 0 dB,
again the free energy trajectory varied for each case.
computational load. For an Intel Core i7 desktop computer with 6 GB of RAM memory each
lead field matrix takes 30 s and the MSP solution takes approximately 80 s, using Matlab
2010b and multiprocessing functions; the simulations of Figure 5.3(a) took approximately
two hours. This means that the grid search presented in Figure 5-3 is not computationally
feasible for a problem with six degrees of freedom.
The Metropolis search was implemented to step through parameter space in the left-right
axis with SNR = 0 dB. This algorithm is faster than a grid search and it allows one to
avoid local maxima. Figure 5.4(a) shows the normalised free energy update through 200
simulations; Figure 5.4(b) shows 60 normalised free energy values accepted from the 200
simulations through the Metropolis iterative process, and the second half of samples used to
form the posterior distribution p(h|Y ) are shown in Figure 5.4(c).
Figure 5.4(d) shows the trajectory of the Nasion fiducial position (originally at 0 mm). The
location mean head position is shown in Figure 5.4(d) (’final value’) and is 0.7 mm from the
true location.
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Figure 5-4.: Metropolis search behaviour on a single axis with SNR = 0 dB. (a) Evolution
of the free energy through the 200 samples. (b) Accepted values for step upda-
ting. (c) Second half of the chain, note that all of them remained near to the
maximum. (d) Evolution of the Nasion fiducial position through the simula-
tions, the starting value was in error by 6.3 mm and dropped to 0.7 mm after
optimisation.
The Metropolis search algorithm proposed in Section 5.2.1 is designed to sample from the pos-
terior distribution over head locations p(γ|Y ), based on the convergence of multiple chains.
Samples from the second half of all NG = 4 chains were used to form this posterior density.
The mean of this posterior distribution provides a robust estimate of head location whereas
the maximum does not, as illustrated in Figure 5-5.
Figure 5.5(a) shows the normalised free energy accounting 95 % of cumulative probability
distribution of four chains of 200 samples each, for a one degree of freedom movement
of the head (left-right) with SNR = 0 dB, the fourth chain has a global maximum at
around 0.4 mm. Figure 5.5(b) highlights the maximum posterior value whereas Figure
5.5(c) highlights the posterior mean, the latter being much closer to the true value.
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An advantage of this inference framework is that a posterior distribution of activity in each
source location can be obtained taking into account uncertainty about anatomy, in this case
head position. Similar inferences can be made about locations of peak activity (see later).
Figure 5.5(d) shows how the posterior source distribution changes (a change in the mean
and increase in the variance) when the uncertainty in head location is taken into account.
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Figure 5-5.: (a) normalised posterior probability distribution of four chains of simulations
for a single axis problem (left-right) with SNR = 0 dB, note the erroneous
global maximum in one of the chains. (b) normalised posterior distribution
for the average of the four chains, the erroneous maximum remained as global
maximum. (c) even though the posterior distribution contains the unwanted
maximum, the mean is more robust and closer to the truth. (d) BMA provides
the posterior distributions of the current density at each location; note that
after allowing for co-registration error the distribution widened slightly.
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5.3.3. Simulation results
For the six degrees of freedom simulations the head was allowed to move by 20 mm in each
direction with free rotation (360 degrees) around all axes. Several tests were performed with
noiseless and noisy data.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the estimated MSP image after applying the Metropolis and BMA
algorithms, the average estimation error computed with Eq. (2-13) for the noiseless case
was zero, and the fiducial (FID) positions had mean error of 2.2 mm. Figure 5.6(c) shows
the free energy evolution and the accepted values of the chain, and Figure 5.6(d) shows the
Nasion fiducial movements for the 300 samples in the X −Z axis (left-right – up-down), the
error for this fiducial was 2.2 mm, but the search space was up to 20 mm per axis. That
is, the prior over head location is a uniform density with width σ = 20 mm. Figure 5.6(b)
shows the MSP reconstruction with Metropolis search and BMA for SNR = 0 dB, the three
sources of neural activity were recovered with an average error of approximately 5 mm.
Figure 5-7 shows the MSP reconstructed brain images for single and five source simulations.
Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(d) show the original simulated current distributions for one and five
sources respectively, Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(e) show their MSP reconstructions, and Figures
5.7(c) and 5.7(f) show the normalised free energy evolution of the Metropolis algorithm for
each case. In both cases the reconstruction error was approximately zero (≈ 0.5 mm).
Figure 5-8 shows a summary of the algorithm performance for different source configurations
and noise conditions. For each current distribution or noise realisation, eight noisy datasets
were generated and a set of G = 4 chains with different seeds were used to determine
convergence. The Metropolis chains stopped after approximately 300 iterations in most
cases (relatively modest number considering that a function with six degrees of freedom is
optimized).
Figure 5.8(a) shows the fiducial error as a function of number of sources in the noiseless and
SNR = 0 dB cases. For low number of sources (< 3) there was relatively little information
available to define the location of the cortex and error was large. For moderate number
of sources (3–10) the algorithm found the head location to within around 4 mm. For large
number of sources (> 15) performance became constrained by the deterministic (MSP) stage,
which failed to recover all the sources.
The effect of SNR on fiducial and co-registration error is shown in Figure 5.8(b). At extremely
low SNR the head location was known only to within the prior uncertainty (in this case
20 mm). Above SNR = 0 only a moderate dependence on noise was found, and the algorithm
maintained an average fiducial localisation error of approximately 4 mm in all situations
except for the noiseless case. Due to the fact that MSP uses discrete patches, there is some
quantisation error here, consequently one achieves close to perfect source localisation for
moderate fiducial errors (as the nearest incorrect source lies approximately 10 mm away).
One advantage of this approach is the possibility to determine a confidence interval for each
source, or fiducial location. Alternatively it is possible to make inference on other indirect
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(a) Noiseless MSP reconstruction
with Metropolis and BMA
(b) SNR = 0 dB MSP reconstruction
with Metropolis and BMA
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Figure 5-6.: True head position estimation for: (a) Noiseless case, and (b) noisy SNR = 0 dB
case; the algorithm recovered the true distribution (without ghost or missing
sources) despite the noise. (c) shows the evolution of the Metropolis target
distribution and the accepted values that were used in the BMA step. (d) shows
the multiple positions of the Nasion fiducial tested by the search algorithm, with
the posterior mean indicated by the final position.
metrics such as the location of the global maximum in the cortex. Figure 5.8(c) shows this
posterior distribution (which through quantization effects, mentioned above, turns out to be
one of three possible patch locations) for the single source problem. In this case the fiducials
could only be located to within 6.33 mm of their true position. By using BMA (Section 5.2.2)
to examine the location of the image maximum over the second half of samples generated
by the Metropolis algorithm, and after applying an Occam’s window, it was possible to
construct an approximate posterior distribution reflecting this uncertainty.
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Figure 5-7.: Example of MSP reconstruction with one and five synthetic sources. (a) The
single simulated source. (b) MSP reconstruction after recovering the head lo-
cation with Metropolis and BMA algorithms. (c) Normalised free energy over
Metropolis iterations. (d) The distribution of the five simulated sources. (e)
MSP reconstruction after recovering the head location. (e) Normalised free
energy evolution through the Metropolis algorithm, generally the approximate
posterior distribution converged in less iterations for the five source than for
the single source simulations.
5.3.4. Experimental data validation
The methodology proposed in this chapter was tested with previously published data. A
detailed description of the experimental set-up and previous data analysis are presented in
Sedley et al. (2011). In brief, auditory evoked responses using a passive listening paradigm
and regular interval noise (RIN) pitch-evoking stimuli were fit with bilateral dipolar sources
over 13 healthy subjects. Data of a single subject from this study with no information on
the subject’s head location was used, i.e. flat priors on location (within the σ = 20 mm
MEG helmet) and orientation 360 degrees (around all axes). The Metropolis algorithm was
performed over approximately 350 iterations per chain in four chains. Unlike the synthetic
data examples, with real data some chains generated anomalous samples which were then
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Figure 5-8.: (a) Fiducial error for different source distributions in noiseless and SNR = 0 dB
conditions; note that it became easier to define the head location when more
sources were active, but this plateaued at around 4 mm and has little depen-
dence on SNR. (b) Effect of noise for the three source simulation. At low SNR
the head location was bounded by the prior uncertainty (20 mm) consequently
source localisation error was even larger. Above 0 dB SNR however, the FID
localisation error plateaued at around 4 mm; likewise the error in source locali-
sation fell to zero. This plateau in fiducial error and unrealistically good source
localisation performance are due to the fact that in the MSP sources were mo-
delled as discrete non-overlapping patches and this leaded to these quantisation
effects. (c) An example of the confidence interval, it is possible to place on peak
source location (in this case for a single simulated source). This confidence in-
terval took account of both measurement and co-registration noise (in this case
around 6 mm).
discarded based on their lower free energy values.
Figure 5.9(a) shows the MSP reconstruction using the fiducial coordinates obtained after
performing the Metropolis and BMA estimates. That is, even with no knowledge of head
location, the reconstructed current distribution fell within auditory cortex. The problem here
is that the ground truth is unknown (either in terms of head location or current distribution).
However, the confidence interval on the maximum can be compared, for this individual,
against the confidence interval obtained from the group study. Figure 5.9(b) shows the 95 %
confidence ellipsoid based on the dipole fit results of (Sedley et al., 2011) in grey. Overlaid
in colour are the confidence intervals on the locations of the left and right hemisphere image
maxima based on the single subject’s data and without knowledge of head position.
Figure 5.9(c) shows the prior and posterior distributions of the Nasion fiducial location. Zero
indicates the location of the fiducial location estimated through co-registration. That is, here
(in the absence of any other prior information) the MEG data suggest a co-registration error
of approximately 7 mm.
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(a) MSP reconstruction for
experimental data with no
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Figure 5-9.: Analysis of single subject auditory evoked response data with no knowledge of
head location. (a) Posterior current density estimate. (b) Confidence intervals
on the left and right hemisphere maxima (coloured). The grey ellipsoids indicate
the 95 % confidence intervals on dipole locations for the subject group. (c)
Prior and posterior distributions of the Nasion fiducial (based on MEG data
and uniform priors); zero shows the Nasion estimate based on co-registration.
5.4. Summary and discussion
In this chapter a new method for mapping brain activity is described, it allows one to ac-
count for uncertainty in anatomical parameters which non-linearly affect the MEG forward
problem. In order to illustrate this approach a robust method of MEG source reconstruc-
tion that requires only approximate prior knowledge of head location to produce accurate
estimates of current density is presented.
It has been shown that it is possible to estimate where the brain is to within 4 mm (see Section
5.3.3) based purely on MEG data with a signal to noise ratio of zero decibels. Importantly
this method provides posterior distributions on current density (or source location), that
properly account for not only measurement but also co-registration noise.
This approach combined deterministic and stochastic Bayesian inference procedures. The
MSP algorithm was used, for a given head location, to estimate sources and to provide an
estimate of the model evidence. A Metropolis search was then used to generate a posterior
distribution over possible head locations, and finally the models were combined using BMA.
The model averaging stage is simple and increases the robustness of the solution. This
method is used to illustrate what is possible, but its successful empirical realisation depends
on knowledge of other unknowns (in this case the correct patch extents and centres) which
reflect the true underlying current distribution. Here these other parameters are assumed
known, but (given more accurate knowledge of where the brain is) they could be estimated
using the same approach. That said, it is possible to provide plausible estimates of the
cortical current distribution for real data and with no prior knowledge of head position
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(Figure 5-9).
To avoid local maxima in the posterior distribution of the head location a Metropolis search
algorithm was implemented. The Metropolis search showed fast and accurate convergence for
a MCMC technique. Here, for the purposes of illustration, a flat prior on the head location
p(γ) was used; however, in application, one will generally have some information on the true
head location (for example, a Gaussian with standard deviation of 5 mm centred around the
measured fiducial locations) which will improve the accuracy of the current estimates and
also decrease the computation time.
The BMA step is able to pool estimates from across a range of optimisation steps and weight
them by their model evidence. This gives a degree of robustness to the process (see Figure
5.5(c)) and importantly provides useful posterior estimates of not only the head location but
also the estimate of current distribution, or alternatively spatial confidence bounds on the
locations of local maxima. That is, even if one were not interested in the precise location
of the brain (to within 10 mm say); co-registration errors on the current density estimation
can still be properly accounted.
It was initially surprising to see that no matter how high the SNR was, it was not possible to
perfectly recover the fiducial locations. It seems that this is a constraint due to the current
implementation of the MSP algorithm in which cortical activity is modelled by discrete,
non-overlapping patches; this gives rise to a certain level of quantisation error which means
that fiducial localisation error can be non-zero for zero source localisation error (see Figure
5.8(b)). The framework proposed here is not explicitly linked to the MSP algorithm but can
sit around any inversion algorithm that provides some form of model evidence.
The framework was constrained by the deterministic inversion stage (the MSP) for large
(> 15) numbers of sources (due to the increasingly complex optimisation problem) whereas
for small numbers (< 3) of sources, although the MSP worked perfectly, the location of the
cortex was poorly defined; there presumably being many positions and orientations of the
head that a single source would fit and explain the data equally well.
An alternative way to look at the method is to view it as a way of testing the validity of
the assumptions behind a source reconstruction algorithm and the forward model. That is,
if nonsensical source reconstruction is made, there would not have been possible to recover
where the brain was. Indeed, it was not possible to find the location of electrical simulated
activity using LORETA-like priors, when using the same smoother that generates the MSP
priors (Green’s function, see (Harrison et al., 2007)). That is, in reality, in absence of know-
ledge about what the appropriate functional priors are, but with approximate knowledge
about where the head is, this method allows to judge between inversion schemes. Simi-
larly, the higher the spatial resolution/robustness of the algorithm the tighter the confidence
bounds on where the brain is. For example Hillebrand and Barnes (2003) found that errors
in cortical location had little effect on minimum norm as opposed to Beamformer solutions.
One could also use the approach to test between forward models (canonical vs. individual
meshes, for example Henson et al. (2009)); the advantage being that one could take full ac-
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count of co-registration errors which might mask the improvement in model evidence given
by a specific forward model.
6. Implementation of variable covariance
components
“The man with a new idea is a crank until the idea succeeds”
Samuel Langhorne Clemens (Mark Twain)
6.1. Introduction
Current techniques based in Bayesian approaches require an a-priori definition of patch
locations on the cortical manifold, ideally these patches should cover the entire cortical
surface, but this would be at the expense of prohibitively large computational load. This
sparse sampling means that focal sources located far from patch centres will be inaccurately
reconstructed.
All the simulations presented in previous sections were performed with sources of neural
activity located exactly over patch centres, as stated in Section 2.4 Nq = 512 patches placed
in the default locations of the SPM8 software package were used (See Figure 4.1(b)). This
sparse sampling means that focal sources located far from patch centres will be inaccurately
reconstructed (Lo´pez and Espinosa, 2011b), i.e. if an active focal source is located in a
region for which no patches exist the reconstruction is severely affected (See Figure 6.3(b)
for example). However, there are Nd = 8196 dipoles that can be used as patch centres (See
Figure 4.3(a)). But using all dipoles would incur a prohibitively large computational load,
conversely too few patches will result in an under sampled solution space.
It is expected that a reconstruction based on a set of patches that includes the true source
location will have higher free energy than a reconstruction which does not, so those patches
near to a true (but missing) source will have higher free energy values. Note that this case
is similar to the anatomical uncertainty of Chapter 4, and again the free energy is the key
for determining which model is best fitted, being the patch distribution what differentiates
among models.
In this chapter three new approaches are proposed in order to reduce the localisation error
caused by fixed and sparsely located patches: An extra patch centred over a Beamforming
prior (Lo´pez et al., 2012c), extended to a cloud of solutions based on random locations of
patches (Lo´pez et al., 2012b); and a variable update of patches based on previous reconstruc-
tions (Lo´pez et al., 2012a). The proposed methodologies were tested with synthetic MEG
datasets and validated with real data from a visual attention study (Bauer et al., 2012).
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6.2. Specifications of algorithms
In this section three different algorithms for tackling the constraint of the fixed patches are
introduced. First the Beamformer approach is used to augment the set of fixed anatomical
priors, by centring new patches in locations defined with a Beamformer solution. The second
approach goes farther by eliminating the fixed constraint; it was achieved by implementing
a random iterative generation of patches, solving the inverse problem several times and then
averaging all solutions with BMA. A third approach based on this variable location of patches
is presented, it consists on iteratively updating the set of possible regions based on previous
reconstructions, in order to focus on those brain regions with a higher probability of being
active.
6.2.1. Beamforming priors
The main disadvantage of using patches is that their size and location must be selected
a priori, then many of them will be placed in un-interesting regions of solution space and
simply add to the computational burden and potentially under-sample interesting regions.
But the main problem is that not necessarily the most active source may be covered by a
patch. Simple to implement improvement is to use a known algorithm such as Beamformers
for adding prior information about possible source locations, and then including it as an
extra patch.
This algorithm consists on a two-steps reconstruction:
1. First the MEG/EEG inverse problem is solved with the Beamformer prior introduced
in Section 2.3.3, and the indices of the most active sources are recorded.
2. Then an MSP reconstruction is performed over the original set of patches distributed
over the cortical surface in addition to patches centred at locations defined by the
Beamforming solution.
This methodology adds a new degree of flexibility to the MSP, by proposing locations based
on functional assumptions without imposing hard constraints.
In practice the Beamforming prior can be added directly to the set of patches, but initial
results demonstrated that it was neglected in all cases. This because the Green’s function of
Eq. (2-10) has a small fixed size on its patches, which is more accurate (in cortical extent)
for focal sources than the highly smoothed Beamforming solution. Then when implementing
it directly inside the MSP algorithm by solving the Beamformer within the ARD step and
adding its solution to GS, the free energy difference was significant in favour of the GS.
6.2.2. Random generation of patches
As shown in Section 4.3.1, the Beamformer is not always accurate especially due to correlated
sources, going back to the problem of fixed dipoles not matching with the true sources.
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Based on the same methodology proposed in Chapter 5 several inverse reconstructions may
be performed over randomly located patches, large number of estimations must be performed
guaranteeing that the true source location is included. Then using the free energy for model
selection an average solution computed with BMA can be obtained.
The following is the algorithm for solving the MSP with random patches:
1. Select a random set of Nq patches (512 for example) and generate the set of covariance
components D.
2. Solve the MSP algorithm with the defined set D and save its free energy value and
source reconstruction.
3. Go back to step 1 and perform 1000 iterations with different patch locations.
4. Perform an Occam’s window selecting those reconstruction with higher free energy
(Maximum free energy −3 for 95 % of cumulative density function probability).
5. Perform a BMA over the selected models (such as in Chapter 5) and obtain the final
averaged MSP source reconstruction.
Given the large number of patches a Metropolis search may not be feasible. But taking
advantage of the independence of each random set of patches D, parallel computing may be
implemented considerably reducing the computation time.
6.2.3. Iterative update of patches
The random location of patches is inherently inefficient, previous tests demonstrated that
up to 1000 solutions are necessary to guarantee a reliable solution, and as shown in Figure
6.2(b) most of those solutions will be useless; however this approach allowed to demonstrate
(See Section 6.3) that the patch selection can be effectively improved by redistributing the
centres.
Going back to the assumption that those patches near to a true (but missing) source will
have higher hyperparameter values, previous reconstructions are in fact informative, i.e.
iteratively the patches of future reconstructions may be moved to those regions with possible
activity. It allows to fill cortical regions with same number of patches than dipoles without
highly increasing the computational cost.
This procedure is similar to the field of genetic algorithms, where the most probable pat-
ches are used as “parents” to generate new ”children” in their neighbourhood. It can be
implemented as follows:
1. Perform the inversion with the defined set of components, and identify the subset of
active patches.
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2. Create a new set of patches by selecting a new set of vertices in the region surrounding
this subset, and add it to the original set of patches. Perform a new inversion with the
updated set of components and obtain the next free energy value
3. If free energy increases compared with the previous inversion go back to step 1; if the
free energy falls, finish and keep the solution of the previous reconstruction.
In the following sections these three approaches will be tested and validated with synthetic
and real MEG data.
6.3. Simulation results
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithms was tested. All simulations follow the same
example of Section 2.4 with different number and locations of sources, and the default patch
selection is that of Figure 4.1(b).
6.3.1. Beamforming prior
Two different simulations demonstrate how the algorithm effectively uses the Beamforming
prior only when it improves the solution, reducing the localisation error caused by the fixed
set of priors. Figure 6.1(a) shows an MSP reconstruction of a single source with an error
of 9.77 mm caused by lack of patches in that location; Figure 6.1(b) shows the solution of
the new algorithm exhibiting zero localisation error because the Beamforming prior was able
to locate the source. Figure 6.1(c) shows how Beamformer fails to recover two synchronous
sources, one of them completely disappeared; Figure 6.1(d) shows the solution of the propo-
sed algorithm, where the MSP ignored Beamformer solution in favour of patches from the
original set.
6.3.2. Random patches
A new test with a single source located far from the nearest patch (Figure 6.2(c)) affected
the MSP reconstruction causing a localisation error of 5.51 mm. The Beamforming solution
was also unable to correctly locate this deep source, with 6.51 mm of error.
The new random patches algorithm was then tested with this frontal source. Figure 6.2(a)
shows the free energy values of Ng = 1000 reconstructions for the same simulated data of
Figure 6.2(c). Most of them had high F values showing the capability of MSP to generate
adequate solutions. Figure 6.2(b) shows the sorted probability of all 1000 models, the top
5 % of most probable models was achieved with just the first four, and the 95 % cumulative
probability distribution was achieved with the first 540 models. The bottom 5 % of most
probable models (460 models) were not included in the BMA. Figure 6.2(c) shows the BMA
estimation of the neural activity map with zero localisation error. The robustness in the
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(a) MSP for single source (b) MSP with Beamforming prior for sin-
gle source
(c) Beamformer solution for correlated
sources
(d) MSP avoiding Beamformer for corre-
lated sources
Figure 6-1.: Glass brain view of MSP localisation of simulated sources: (a) Erroneous loca-
lisation with MSP due to an under-sampling of the initial patch set. (b) The
solution using an augmented patch set based on Beamformer functional priors.
(c) The use of Beamforming priors alone to locate two sources with perfect zero
lag linear correlation; in this case the Beamformer fails. (d) The solution using
the full anatomical and functional patch library, in this case (in contrast to
Figure (b)) the algorithm draws on the anatomical priors.
solution is evidenced in Figure 6.2(d), where the map of the worst solution in terms of free
energy (F = 2281.4) effectively presented a source with large localisation error.
In Lo´pez et al. (2012b) the simulation example of Figures 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) was also tested
with random location of patches, zero localisation error was also achieved for that case. In a
more general sense the default MSP solution presented a mean error of 8.74 mm, while this
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Figure 6-2.: (a) free energy over Ng = 1000 solutions, most of them have acceptable values.
(b) Models within 95 % higher probability were used for BMA computation. (c)
BMA reconstruction, the source was located with zero localisation error. (d)
Example of a bad source reconstruction, an external source kept most of the
activity.
approach presented a mean error of 1.48 mm.
6.3.3. Iterative update of patches
The random location of patches algorithm effectively reduced the localisation error with
respect to the basic MSP and the proposed Beamforming prior approaches, but each set
of source reconstructions took approximately 4 hours in a single desktop computer. The
algorithm was also unable to recover the original location of some specific deep sources.
Figure 6.3(a) shows an example of a source located in occipital cortex intentionally located
far from the default patch centres of Figure 4.1(b). The source reconstruction made with the
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MSP shown on Figure 6.3(b) is a good example of the algorithm failure when the patches do
not match with the sources. The random patch algorithm was also tested and managed to
reduce the localisation error but still was far from the true source by 7.84 mm (See Figure
6.3(c)).
(a) Synthetic simulated source (b) MSP reconstruction (c) Random patches solution
Figure 6-3.: (a) Synthetic simulated source far from the nearest patch. (b) MSP source
reconstruction with the default set of patches, note the large error in the esti-
mation. (c) The random patches algorithm was able to improve the solution
but did not guarantee zero error.
Iterative process
Figure 6.3(b) shows that most of the energy is divided in three separated regions, one near the
true source, one external in the left hemisphere, and another one deep in the left hemisphere.
These activated regions were used as seeds about which to create a new set of patch centres.
New path centres were drawn from a Gaussian distribution of full width half medium of
20 mm around each active peak (Figure 6.4(a)). For simplicity on this example, the default
set of patches was not used in the new sets; given that the synthetic data do not have extra
activity, this will not affect the free energy.
Figure 6.4(b) shows the MSP source reconstruction obtained with the new set of patches. It
is clear that the estimated active cortex is now bounded by the more focally seeded patches.
Also the solution is beginning to approach the truth (Figure 6.3(a))
A third iteration was performed again updating the set of patches. The third patch set
(shown in Figure 6.5(a)) became in turn more focal and the reconstruction again approached
the (focal) simulated case (Figure 6.5(b)).
Given that the free energy continued increasing, a fourth inversion was performed. Figure
6.6(a) shows the new set of patches filling the region of reconstructed activity. Figure 6.6(b)
shows the fourth MSP reconstruction. The overlapping of patches around the true location
meant that several overlapping patches were used to emulate the activity of the true source.
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(a) Set of patches for second iteration (b) MSP solution with the second set of
patches
Figure 6-4.: Second iteration: (a) Distribution of the patches for the second iteration based
on the active sources of the first iteration. (b) MSP source reconstruction with
the new set of patches, note how the spurious activity almost disappeared.
(a) Set of patches for third iteration (b) MSP solution with the third set of pat-
ches
Figure 6-5.: Third iteration: (a) Distribution of the patches for the third iteration based on
the active sources of the previous one. (b) Third MSP source reconstruction,
the original source of neural activity was recovered.
The question now remains at which iteration should the algorithm stop, given that normally
there is not knowledge of localisation error.
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Convergence
Each inversion is associated with a free energy value. Table 6-1 shows its evolution through
the inversions. It shows how the free energy increases and the localisation error decreases
over iterations 1 - 3. At iteration 4 however, the free energy begins to decrease again; that
is, this model (overlapping patches) has become unnecessarily complex to explain the data.
Table 6-1.: free energy values of the reconstructions with
updated sets of patches.
Iteration free energy Localisation error (mm)
1st -267.6 54.29
2nd -263.16 18.06
3rd -256.6 0
4th -258.28 7.84
(a) Set of patches for fourth inversion (b) MSP solution with the forth set of pat-
ches
Figure 6-6.: Fourth iteration: (a) Set of patches for the fourth inversion. (b) The overlapping
of patches affected the fourth inversion, generating ghost sources.
Preliminary tests with different noise levels (not shown here) and several source locations
presented also zero localisation error after three or four iterations.
6.4. Validation with real data
MEG data acquired in a visual attention task was used to validate the method. A detailed
description of the experimental set-up and previous data analysis were presented in (Bauer
et al., 2012). For this validation averaged single subject data were used.
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Figure 6.7(a) shows the measured activity at the scalp at 151.6 ms of recording, clear occipital
activity is evidenced. For this experiment the set of patches located within the visual cortex
was deliberately neglected, affecting the source reconstruction as shown in Figure 6.7(b).
This first reconstruction had a free energy value of F=1751.8.
(a) Scalp MEG activity (b) MSP reconstruction with wrong pat-
ches
Figure 6-7.: (a) Measured MEG activity, note that it is localised near the visual cortex.
(b) MSP reconstruction neglecting the patches in the visual cortex, the source
activity surrounded the region.
6.4.1. Beamforming prior and random patches
Following the same set of patches of the reconstruction presented in Figure 6.7(b), Beam-
forming priors were used in order to reduce the localisation error. Figure 6.8(a) shows how
their inclusion allowed to recover again activity in the true region.
Figure 6.8(b) shows the BMA estimate over Nb = 1000 solutions with random patches, phy-
siologically plausible sources in visual cortex can be observed and non interesting activity in
other regions of the brain did not affect the reconstruction. Different case is shown in Figure
6.8(c), the source activity map of the reconstruction with lower free energy demonstrates
the problem of not having patches in the region of interest. All the activity was dispersed
around the visual cortex, confirming both assumptions proposed before: Bad source recons-
tructions concentrate their activity in the patches close to the true neural source, and the
free energy values of bad reconstructions are lower than those with patches correctly placed.
Here higher free energy values rounded F = 1755, while the solution of 6.8(c) had a free
energy of F = 1751.2. A free energy difference of 3 means that the solution is out of the
95 % of confidence, and here that difference was of 14, i.e. the probability of the worst model
being the true one compared with the best one is 0.33 %.
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(a) MSP with Beamforming
prior
(b) BMA estimate of visual cor-
tex activity
(c) MSP reconstruction with
bad location of patches
Figure 6-8.: (a) MSP solution with Beamforming prior, unless the original set of patches
was modified neglecting those in visual cortex, the proposed approach placed
new patches in the correct region. (b) The BMA estimate recovered activity
within the visual cortex coincident with previous analysis. (c) A bad location
of sources caused also lower free energy and a wrong brain image.
6.4.2. Iterative updated patches
For illustrative purposes the validation of this algorithm was based in the modified set of
patches of Figure 6.7(b) instead of the default set, otherwise the improvement achieved by
this algorithm would not be notorious.
The second iteration was based on the results shown in Figure 6.7(b), as shown in Figure
6.9(a) a new set of patches filled the region with higher activity, note that several dipoles
were left filling the brain, this step is necessary with real data because one cannot guarantee
absence of non-interesting activity. Figure 6.9(b) shows the MSP estimation of the second
iteration, there was an increase in the free energy to F=1753.9, and the source activity moved
closer to the visual cortex. This new region was used to generate a new set of patches for
a third iteration (Figure 6.9(c)) where physiologically plausible sources in visual cortex can
be observed. Figure 6.9(d) shows the final reconstruction.
The free energy for the third inversion was F=1755.3. Given that it increased from the
second iteration a fourth inversion was performed, but the free energy maintained its value
finishing the iterative process and defining the third inversion as the final one.
6.5. Summary and discussion
In this chapter, three methods for reducing the localisation error due to fixed patches were
introduced. First a Beamforming solution was proposed for adding informative priors to the
set D. This approach was useful only on limited cases, but its fast computation and easy
implementation allows to include it as part of many other approaches like the random and
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(a) Set of patches for second iteration (b) MSP reconstruction of second itera-
tion
(c) Set of patches for third iteration (d) MSP reconstruction of third iteration
Figure 6-9.: (a) Set of patches for the second iteration. (b) MSP reconstruction of the second
iteration, the source location was corrected. (c) Set of patches for the third
iteration. (d) MSP reconstruction for the third iteration. The true location was
correctly recovered.
iterative locations of patches presented here.
In order to demonstrate the importance of the location of patches a new random algorithm
was proposed, it allowed to freely locate the patches within the Nd = 8196 dipoles before
the reconstruction. Of course this approach was not able to recover the true brain image
with a single reconstruction, but averaging the brain images of several solutions based on
random location of patches effectively reduced the localisation error and added robustness
to the solution.
The main problem of the random location of patches algorithm is that it is inefficient;
however, it demonstrated that both assumptions considered at the beginning of this chapter
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are true: the free energy associated to a solution that includes the true source location is
higher than the free energy of a solution that does not; and if the true source location is not
included in the set of patches, those near to it will have higher hyperparameter values (See
Figure 6-2 and 6-8).
With both assumptions verified a more efficient approach was proposed. Performing several
independent inversions neglects information of previous solutions. An iterative update of
patches algorithm was proposed for using previous reconstructions as seed for locating the
set of patches of new iterations, it is a computationally efficient patch update method for
the MSP inversion scheme.
Synthetic data was used to demonstrate how the Beamforming prior effectively improved the
source reconstruction, and when the MSP was enough by itself; then the random location of
patches technique was implemented over a source distribution that the Beamforming prior
was unable to improve; and finally the iterative update of patches algorithm was implemented
for recovering a deep neural source that the first two approaches were unable to recover.
7. Conclusions and further research
“Quod scripsi, scripsi”
Poncio Pilatus (The Holy Bible – St. John, XIX, 22).
7.1. General Conclusions and main contributions
Derivation of a general cost function and inclusion of the free energy as a particular
case. In Chapter 3 the optimisation process necessary for solving the MEG/EEG inverse
problem within the Bayesian framework was analysed. It was derived a general cost function
based on Gaussian assumptions, and it was demonstrated that the free energy proposed in
Friston et al. (2007b) is just a particular case of this function. This derivation allows one to
understand the theoretical relation between different approaches based on the accuracy and
complexity concept, extending the work that Penny (2012) made in this respect. This mat-
hematical formulation also demonstrated that the second order Taylor series approximation
used in Friston et al. (2007b) is well founded due to the quadratic nature of the prior assum-
ptions. But the strong assumption behind the evaluation of these priors in the optimal set
of hyperparameters h = ĥ together with their covariance, avoiding the achievement of this
optimal set. However, together with the results of other authors worldwide (Henson et al.,
2011), a comparison of different approaches performed at the end of Chapter 4 demonstrated
the effectiveness of the free energy for providing a reliable brain map.
Accounting for uncertainty in anatomical parameters that non-linearly affect the MEG/
EEG forward problem. Most approaches for solving the MEG/EEG inverse problem avai-
lable in the literature indicate that the lead field matrix is inaccurate, but then the authors
consider it as ground truth. This problem is only left for authors that are proposing new
forward modelling methods (Hallez, 2009). In Chapter 5 the anatomical uncertainty as-
sociated to inaccuracies in the head modelling is introduced into the Bayesian framework.
Co-registration error, bad skull or cortex definitions, etc. can be accounted as part of the
solution allowing not only to reduce the localisation error of neural activity reconstruction,
but also to provide a confidence interval in the solution due to these uncertainties.
These anatomical uncertainties demonstrated to be highly non-linear and noise dependent.
For tackling these problems a novel methodology for obtaining a posterior distribution of
the brain image given the head modelling was introduced. A Metropolis technique was im-
plemented for generating this posterior distribution, using the free energy for approximating
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the evidence of each particular solution. A convergence criterion based on free energy was
also proposed, with this criterion a small number of iterations (compared with the large
uncertainty over six degrees of freedom) was needed for convergence. Finally a Bayesian
model averaging was performed for guaranteeing a robust estimation of the global maximum
and therefore the best fitted model.
Reduction of localisation error due to empty spaces in search space. The use of Empiri-
cal Bayes approaches for generating an informative prior covariance on the sources, improved
the solution of the MEG/EEG inverse problem; but current approaches are based on fixed
sets of components that do not necessarily correspond to the true distribution of neural sour-
ces inside the brain. Three different approaches for reducing the error associated with poor
location of patches were proposed in Chapter 6. The introduction of informative data based
priors reduced the localisation error. Preliminary unsuccessful attempts demonstrated that
the patch extent affects the free energy and therefore the source reconstruction; because of
this the Beamforming prior was not directly implemented, but it was effectively introduced
centring new patches.
Two assumptions were proposed for allowing to extend this framework: if a source recons-
truction does not include a patch in the true head location (i) it will have less free energy
than a reconstruction that does have it, and (ii) the patches near the true source location
will have higher hyperparameter values. These assumptions were validated with a random
location of patches algorithm, a cloud of solutions was computed each with a different ran-
dom location of patches, then they were averaged with BMA and a robust solution was
obtained. Simulation results demonstrated that it reduced the localisation error compared
with the default MSP.
A third algorithm was proposed in this section, the two assumptions previously validated
also indicate that each solution is informative in terms of patch locations, using previous
reconstructions it was possible to iteratively update the patches to those regions with iden-
tified activity. This algorithm reduced the computational cost of selecting random patches
and also demonstrated to be more accurate.
Validation with peer-reviewed experimental results. The algorithms proposed in this
dissertation were validated with real MEG data. Two peer reviewed experimental sets were
used, in both cases the sources of neural activity were determined with the SPM8 software
package and validated with medical knowledge (Sedley et al., 2011; Bauer et al., 2012).
In Chapter 5 auditory cortex activity was used for recovering the true head location into
the helmet, no fiducial locations were provided giving the algorithm the possibility to freely
locate the head inside or below the helmet with 360 degrees of rotation in all directions.
Besides that, the algorithm effectively recovered the head with 7 mm of error and more
importantly a posterior probability distribution of the maximum was provided (see Figure
5.9(b)), this posterior distribution coincided with the region of interest reconstructed from
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the original group study. It must be remarked that it was not possible to guarantee that the
original landmarks of the fiducials were accurate.
In Chapter 6 visual cortex activity was used for testing the proposed algorithms. In all cases
the true activity was correctly recovered, the default set of patches was modified neglecting
those patches located in the region of true activity in order to verify that the algorithms
effectively improve the reconstruction.
7.2. Future work
Non-Gaussian assumptions. The mathematical framework presented in this dissertation
was based on Gaussian assumptions, but it can be easily extended and implemented with the
true distributions. The general cost function of Eq. (3-12) can also be derived with different
probability distributions, the problem of course is how to get the true distributions and if
they can be analytically represented. Novel approaches based on Entropy can be introduced
into this framework by replacing the covariances with information of the true probability
distributions. In Chapter 5 was also proposed a sampling procedure for recovering the
true distribution (in that case the source reconstruction given the head location). Another
option is to extend the Gaussian framework for generating a basis, similar to the BMA step
performed in Chapter 5.
Inclusion of anatomical and non-anatomical uncertainty. In this work the problem of
locating the cortical surface inside the MEG helmet was tackled. It should be noted that this
general form (MCMC followed by BMA) is a robust method which could be applied to many
problems in MEG/EEG. For example, the estimate of spatial extent of MSP patches (as
tested in Chapter 6), the estimation of conductivity parameters in EEG, or as a method to
robustly combine algorithms with different prior assumptions (Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004).
Inclusion of posterior distributions for spatial inference. An important application of
the method proposed in Chapter 5, if not to find out where the brain is, is that one can
put a posterior distribution on the locations of the source space maxima which accounts
for noise in the measurement of the data and noise in the estimate of head location. Such
distributions allow one to make spatial inference on the location of a source, quantify how
likely it is to sit in a certain cortical area or be spatially distinguished from another source.
Generalised framework for defining prior components. The particular algorithms pro-
posed in Chapter 6 were based on the assumptions that free energy is able to determine the
optimal location of patches for each source reconstruction. This framework can be extended
to other different priors either indirectly like the Beamformer solution, or directly if they are
not biased with respect to each other.
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A new assumption about patches not considered here is taking advantage of the prior hy-
perparameter values for including probabilities on the patches. Consider a large number
of patches filling the search space, and only varying their probability based on previous
reconstructions or even medical knowledge, weight them for reducing the localisation error.
A. Appendix: Spatial and temporal
projections
The sensor disposition in the MEG helmet or EEG cap causes redundant information among
neighbouring sensors. It is also expected that only few independent neural sources are
active at a given time window. Applying a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) allows
extracting the principal components of both the data and sensor space (Phillips et al.,
2002a,b). With this strategy the inversion is performed over a reduced set of virtual sensors
(spatial projector), and the new “data samples” will correspond to an uncorrelated source
or group of correlated ones (temporal projector). Both significantly reduce the computation
time of the MEG/EEG inverse problem.
A.1. Spatial projector
The sensor space projection consists on reducing the lead field matrix into the space of
singular values: UmSmV
T
m = LL
T , where Um ∈ <Nc×Nm is the transformation matrix from
sensor space to the space of the Nm ≤ Nc most significant singular values (spatial modes
larger than a tolerance) that forms the spatial projector. The lead field matrix is projected
into the space of the new virtual sensors and is normalized for avoiding bias:
L =
Nm√
tr(UTmLLUm)
UTmL (A-1)
with L ∈ <Nm×Nd . The spatial projector is not limited to the SVD transformation, any
orthogonal basis can be used but the SVD is preferred because it is based on the model
itself. The projector must also perform a linear transformation, otherwise it would not be
possible to recover the original sensor space (of course this may not be necessary).
A.2. Temporal projector
Temporal information is included in the solution for reducing noise effects and guaranteeing
a continuous temporal evolution of the brain activity. It is done with a transformation of
the temporal domain into the space of its principal components. Applying a SVD over the
data: UrSrV
T
r = Y
TY , gives Nr singular values that correspond to the same number of
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uncorrelated sources (temporal modes larger than a tolerance), which form the temporal
projector Ur ∈ <Nt×Nr . If there is knowledge about a reduced time window of interest or a
frequency range, a filtering step is performed before obtaining the temporal projector.
Similar to the spatial projector, the temporal projector is an orthogonal basis that performs
a linear transformation. Preliminary tests with a new temporal projection stage based on
Multi-Matching Pursuit (MMP) were performed as a new basis functions generator (Not
shown here). But despite MMP is well known for improving the source separation and
de-noising, the characteristics of the neural activity were not complex enough for allowing
to improve the source localisation, i.e. separating sources based on variance independence
(such as the current temporal modes) is enough for imaging purposes based on Gaussian
assumptions.
A.3. Model reduction
Both spatial and temporal model reductions are simple to implement. In the case of the
spatial projector it is only necessary to change the lead field matrix with L from Eq. (A-1).
The temporal projector is applied directly over the data, which is also reduced to the space
of orthogonal sensors:
Y = UTmY Ur (A-2)
with Y ∈ <Nm×Nr . Note that all equations presented on this manuscript can be equally
computed using L and Y instead of L and Y .
Following the example of Section 2.4, in Figure A.1(a) the singular values of the lead field
matrix with Nc = 274 sensors are plotted. Approximately the first 50 keep most of the
information, allowing to reduce the model to Nm = 50. On the temporal projector stage
Nr = 2 temporal modes were selected, accounting 91.49 % of the total variance present in the
data. Figure A.1(b) shows the frequency map for the given dataset after a filtering process,
with a maximum value at 20 Hz as expected. Figure A.1(c) shows the first component of
the temporal projector; note that it accounts most of the useful information present in the
data.
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Figure A-1.: Spatial and temporal projectors: (a) Eigenvalues of the lead field matrix, Nm =
50 were selected for the spatial projector. (b) Frequency map of the dataset
whose singular values generate the temporal projector. (c) First temporal
projector, it recovered the original signal with some noise.
B. Appendix: Greedy search and
Automatic Relevance Determination
B.1. Greedy Search
The Greedy Search performs a single-to-many optimization of hyperparameters (Friston
et al., 2007a). It is based on a single covariance matrix embodying all the prior covariance
components, and the ReML is performed over a new set of up to Ng diagonal matrices
G = {G1, . . . ,GNg}, where each Gi ∈ <Nq×Nq is generated with ones on the diagonal values
corresponding to active components. The optimised hyperparameters weight these matrices
and the final result is multiplied by the single source covariance matrix.
Before implementing the GS the single source covariance matrix Q ∈ <Nd×Nq is generated.
Each column of Q is formed by the main diagonal of each covariance component matrix Di
(Only diagonal components are allowed in this approach). Then, the new set of components
G is initialised with a single matrix: G1 = INq , which indicates that all the components are
equally feasible at the beginning.
With this information the inverse problem can be solved for a set of neural sources in the
space of covariance components, ĴQ ∈ <Nq×Nr ; using the ReML algorithm for finding the
hyperparameters h of the new model based sample covariance matrix Σ˜Y , formed with the
new set of Ng covariance components:
Σ˜Y = h0Σ +
Ng∑
i=1
hiLQGiQTLT (B-1)
note that even this equation seems similar to the original definition of ΣY , the covariance
components used here are different and so the hyperparameters and their number. This
is the main idea of the GS, where the number of hyperparameters is much fewer than the
number of original covariance components (Ng  Nq). Finally, the source reconstruction in
the space of covariance components is obtained with:
ĴQ =
(
Ng∑
i=1
hiGi
)
QTLT Σ˜−1Y Y (B-2)
Now the problem is that the sources were reconstructed for a single G1 matrix that includes
all the covariance components, they must be pruned to only the activated ones. It can be
achieved with the following iterative process:
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1. For the k-th iteration obtain the set of hyperparameters h(k) using the ReML and
the available set of matrices G(k); then compute Ĵ (k)Q with (B-2). Note that the first
iteration: k = 1, is computed with a single matrix G1 and two hyperparameters: h0
for the sensor noise (regularisation parameter), and h1 for G1.
2. If Ng > 1, eliminate those matrices of G associated to low hyperparameter values:
h(k) ≈ 0. This procedure reduces the computational burden by reducing the number
of hyperparameters used on the ReML algorithm.
3. Create a new Gi matrix with ones on the diagonal values that correspond to the
Nq/α
k+1 most active components of Ĵ
(k)
Q . α is an integer value that determines the
rate of pruning, α = 2 by default but it can be increased for a significant reduction in
time consumption, but with risk of losing performance.
4. Break if Nq/α
k+2 < α or if the log evidence changes below a tolerance. Otherwise go
back to step 1.
When the GS optimisation is done, it is possible to recover the source space activity with:
Ĵ = QĴQ (B-3)
In summary, after each iteration a new hyperparameter is added and a new G matrix is
formed. The first G matrix is an identity indicating that at the beginning all covariance
components are equally probable. At the end of the pruning process only the last hyperpa-
rameters are active, i.e. only few covariance components are needed to explain the data.
B.2. Automatic Relevance Determination
Contrary to the GS, the ARD performs a many-to-few optimisation (Friston et al., 2008),
i.e. it is the same ReML but with some adjustments for allowing a large number of hy-
perparameters, by taking advantage on the diagonal nature of the covariance components
D. These improvements are presented in Friston et al. (2008, Appendix A) and their main
characteristics are explained below.
Before performing the ReML optimisation, a new set of components is generated putting
together both the noise covariance and the source space covariance components. The com-
ponents of sensor noise are based on its most significant singular values: USV
T
 = Q.
The transition matrix U ∈ <Nm×Nm is divided into Nm diagonal matrices with their main
diagonals formed with its corresponding columns:
D˜ = {U(·,1)UT(·,1), . . . , U(·,Nm)UT(·,Nm)} (B-4)
where (·, i) is the i-th column of U. In similar way the source covariance components D are
stacked forming the same Q matrix of GS, and added to the new set of components D˜ with:
D˜Nm+i = L
(
Q(·,i)QT(·,i)
)
LT ∀i = 1, . . . , Nq (B-5)
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Generating a new set D˜ of (Nm +Nq) covariance components whose hyperparameters must
be computed. Then the model based sample covariance matrix is re-defined as:
Σ˜Y =
Nm+Nq∑
i=1
hiD˜i (B-6)
but given that the noise must have only one hyperparameter, all its components share the
same value before the optimisation: h2, . . . , hNm = h1.
In the original ReML algorithm the gradient and curvature of the free energy were computed
for each hyperparameter independently, it is actually implemented with for loops that may
severely increase the computational load for large number of hyperparameters. The second
improvement of the ARD is the computation of both the gradient and curvature with single
steps in the following iterative process:
1. For the k-th iteration compute the model based sample covariance matrix Σ˜
(k)
Y with
(B-6).
2. Generate a matrix Q˜(k) with columns formed with the main diagonal of each remaining
component of D˜, i.e. the first matrix has dimensions (Nm × (Nm +Nq)).
3. Compute the gradient of the free energy with:
dF
dh
= −1
2
diag(h)Q˜T
(
Σ˜−1Y CY Σ˜
−1
Y − Σ˜−1Y
)
Q˜ (B-7)
with diag(x) a diagonal matrix with the vector x on its main diagonal.
4. Compute the curvature of the free energy with :
dF
dh
= diag(h)
(
(Q˜Σ˜−1Y Q˜)
T · (Q˜Σ˜Y Q˜)
)
diag(h) (B-8)
5. Update the hyperparameters:
h
(k)
i = h
(k−1)
i + ∆hi (B-9)
where the variation on each parameter ∆hi is computed with a Fisher scoring over the
free energy variation
∆hi = −
(
∂2F
∂hi∂hj
)−1
∂F
∂hi
(B-10)
6. Eliminate those hyperparameters near to zero and eliminate their corresponding ma-
trices from the set of covariance components D˜.
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7. Update the free energy variation:
∆F =
∂F
∂h
∆h (B-11)
Finish if the variation is less than a given tolerance. Otherwise go back to step 1.
Note that in the ARD the gradient and curvature of the free energy with respect to the
hyperparameters are computed for all hyperparameters at the same time, avoiding the use
of for loops; besides that, it is the same ReML algorithm.
Besides the GS, the ARD starts with Nq hyperparameters and neglects those near to zero
after each iteration. At the end of the iterative process only those covariance components
corresponding to active hyperparameters are used to reconstruct the sources.
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